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POPULAR TALES.
Above, below, in ocean, air and skv, 
Thy fairy worlds, Imagination, lie.
[From the Saturday Evening Post.]
FELIX FLINDER S NIGHT LATCH.
Occupying two dwellings, almost similar in 
appearance— the silver plating on the door of 
one being a shade brighter than that upon the 
other, lived two newly married couples. One 
was the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Augustus
Todd, and the other, (with the brighter plat- k UP 10 tke £aze Eelix. 
ing) that of Mr. and Mrs. Felix Flinder— ' "r
they it is of whom we have to write.
at j at t-. v r>i- j 1 1 1  , ,  i ashamed to say he had none, ‘I am goingMr. and Mrs. Felix Flinder had been Mr. i , J „
a at  tn 1 . • . i i  , I purchase one. W here did you get it?and Mrs. r . r .about sixteen calender months; _. , m, ‘I In ' nvpr :it h’linvnn s ’ rpnlipd I t
and never months before were passed so hap­
pily'by aman and wife. Felix wasacommis-
He was sitting i n  a  little counting-room,back 
of the ware room, towards the close of the af­
ternoon, meditating pleasantly on a good sale 
he had just completed, when through the glass 
of the door he beheld the light at one end of 
a long cigar, and at the other the features of 
his next door neighbor, Augustus Todd, Esq.
‘Ah Todd, how are you?’ exclaimed Felix, 
as the above named person entered the room— 
‘glad to see you—take a seat. What’s the 
news from the seat of war ?’
‘Nothing very new,’ replied Todd,‘of course 
you know General Taylor has entered Mon­
terey.’
‘Oh! certainly,’ replied Felix, ‘heard it days 
ago.’
‘By the bye,’ continued Todd, talking about 
entering puts me iu mind of a purchase I have 
just made.’
‘What is it ?’ inquired Felix, ‘a new leger?’
‘No, no, something better than that,’ replied 
Todd; ‘a night latch,’ and he drew from his 
pocket a curiously constructed key, and held
You’ve got one,
of course.
‘Oh yes—that is,’— replied Felix, almost
to
Oh! o e  at Ru yo 's,’ eplie  Todd; 
only cost three shillings.’
‘W ell,’ exclaimed Felix, ‘I must get one;- 
I’ve been thinking of it for a long time-
sion merchant—a member of the firm of Flin-
1 rn- , c . c rv l l lo un —mvder, I tnder & Go., and m the receipt of a very I f  0 J
1 , • . j  i - i  t | wife though, don’t want me to have one. Shehandsome income. He wore a white hat and I 0
ii 1 1 * 1  1 i l l -  1 says she would rather sit up for me, put that,black whiskers,and was acomely-Iookmg per- - , , r
i ,  . r . . 1 said Felix, very considerately,‘that, vou know,sonage; and bore the name of being a clever! . J J J ’
, ,  , , . ! is not to be thought of.’fellow, who would never meet you in the vi-
cinity of -Sanderson's,' or -Onr' House ' w ith-! ,  J  ’ 7  “
, 1 • j - ,  , , • 1 told Ylrs. I odd,—‘Mrs. I odd’ says I, T amout asking you to drink, and one who went I . J
head and cars into the enjoyment of life. =0,,IS t0 Set a n,?ht latch' Just as 1 exPect'
Dolly F linder-for such, gentle reader, was ed’ she b“rst int° a Paf ° “- ° f  
L . „ , c into a passion, also, and let out an oath or twoher romantic name— possessed one of the mosti 1 .
_  „ i i i  i tit .  ^ —swearing, I think,’ said Todd gravely, ‘inrosy-cheeked, plump, May-morning counte- . . . -  J
. i , v..i - i , . i - i moderation, and at certain times has great ef-nahces, to be met with in a day s ride in one; * &
e .i ... -, , . -i feet on Mrs. i \ ,  and makes her give up soon-ot the city o mm busses, and that we consider . . . . .  & n
c ■ n , • , r e 0 er, as it did in this case ; and when! left home, a lair way oi seeing all kinds of faces. See . ’
. . i , • 11 i i , , ! she was in the best possible humor.’her at what time you would she always look-i r ,
i , , , J ‘JNo use with my wife,’ said Felix, thinkinged neat and clean; her morning dresses of ! . “ °
f , * i ,i . t c ■ j it would he some time before he could swearcourse, or coarser materia! than hex afternoon ;. . . . . .  . ^  .
ones, were yet made and put on. in so snug
and tidy a manner, that one would scarcely
know the difference; and she would appear as
much dressed at the breakfast table as at any
other time—unlike any married lady we wot,
•. i „ f • , ‘ -. a , , -j . : ‘So much the better, then,’ said Todd, ‘youior, who does not tnrnk it worth her wane to; . . YY- J
i_.i. i j i '•',*! c. i i . i t  can do as vou please’—and giving Felilooted dressed jintiraiternoon, and. who thinksi 1 .
i t  '' i , i , • , - , , i cose slap on the back, he left the office)o if her husband’as ‘only nun— iust as though! 1 . 7 ... .
JS. . , - , i  a i . a The latter part of Todd’s advice he foliow-ITiie was not rbore.entitled to ner good appear-
A *  than anv other mah*or woman in the i ed a"d a« « dWy PUfchaSod a night k t c h . -  
frotld,' Unlike this class of wives,Dolto took That • « “ «*■ *  * *  tablc' FeKx 'vas
more pride in looting welt before -him,' than! seated °PP° 1 e h,s P^«y l.ttle wife, sipping 
before any one else A n d  did he like an arti- llis cl'P of fragranl m0cha’ wben' in‘
cie of dress she purchased, it was sufficient. | “Pon h_er chMrfu1’ smil"’S face' ,le said :
 
before his wife; no matter how happy the re 
suits produced, no use at all.’
| ‘Why not?’ inquired Todd.
; ‘Because,’ replied Felix, ‘she never contra- 
| diets me.’
She never crossed him— and yet in most eve- ‘My dear Dolly, don’t you feel vexed at hav-
.... u a u . i , tv i i  t i ing to wait up for me at nights ; when I stavry case had her own way at last. D idheob-; 5 r  t y
ject to any measure she proposed-she con-1out ,atf  d ,n’‘ >'ou feel anS t  al to get
sented-w hen  Felix discovered she was ready j l,p and °Pen ,he door and let me in?’
‘Why bless your heart, no,’ replied Dolly, into give in, he would immediately change tac­
tics, and become desirous of her doing what 
he before opposed—an example followed by 
mote married men than our hero.
It is well-known fact that the human body
whose happy mind, such a thought as being 
angry Avith her husband had never enter­
ed. ‘Net in the least. You know you al­
ways get me plenty of new books to read, and
will, for want of exercise, and an excess 0f l^ ien some^mes it happens and I am sure you 
comfort, fall into an unhealthy and ill-condi- are out Iate very often—that Mrs. Todd 
tioned state ; and it is just the same with some c0 1^68 ar*d si?s ^itli me. Oh, I am never
minds, which, if never u'orried or vexed by o^neL sure  ^ miss your company, hut
anything either at home or abroad, become 
discontented, peevish—and such was the case 
with the mindof FelixFlinder. Having such 
a gentle, non-resistance wife, a first rate in­
come, a beautiful furnished house, and noth-
then I am always glad to get up and let you 
in, and get you a little lunch.’
This was a complete overthrow to all the 
plans of Felix. He had expected at least she 
would say it was a little troublesome,and thus
ing under the sun to annoy him, he became ffive a Pretext, however slight, to break 
disgusted with the even tenor of his existence, j intelligence of his purchase to her; but 
If he could have got Dolly to contradict him n0> no  ^a straw was thrown for him to grasp 
once a day right positively, even that would at’ so ehanged his mode of operation, 
have been some comfort. If, Avhen he spit to- ‘But my dear,’ he said, ‘I cannot agree with 
bacco juice upon the grate, she had blown him j you there, at all. I think it would be pleas- 
up right well, as most other wives would have anter for you A\rhile layingcomfortably in your
done, instead of ringing for the servant to 
come and wipe it off; or when he came home 
hungry to his dinner, and finding it not quite 
ready commenced scolding about it, if she 
would only just say something in return, he 
Avould have felt satisfied. But instead of 
standing to parley words, off she would dart 
to the kitchen, and ‘hurry up’ the dinner in a 
manner truly surprising; and compelled Fe­
lix, in spite of his sour looks, gradually to re­
bed, than setting up with sleepy eyes waiting 
for me— and so,’ he continued with desperate 
determination, ‘I’ve got a night latch.’
She did not even look astonished; her 
brow Avas calm and smooth as ever, and her 
voice as clear and pleasant as before, AA'hen she 
said:
‘W ell my dear Felix, if you haA-e got the 
key there is no help for i t ; but I had much 
rather you had not purchased one, for, as my
lax into a smile of approval. And i t ‘just took mother has often told me, a night latch is the 
her too,’ as the saying is, to get a dinner; or worst companion a married man can ha\*e—
at least to superintend thegettingone—for she 
compromised in herself the best cookery book 
yet published, and Boz may say AA’hat he
for Avhile he kno\A’s his AA-ife is AA'aiting up for 
him, he AArill endeavor to come home in good 
time; but AA'hen he has a key, he feels at lib-
pleases about the cooking of Ruth Pinch, andlerty to stay out as late as he chooses e\rery
her miracles, in beefsteak and pudding, but 
had he e\Ter eaten one of Dolly’s make, AAre 
think his opinion would be considerably chang­
ed.
Felix had tried almosteA'ery means he could 
think of, just to provoke his little Avife for once, 
but had never succeeded. At last, AA'hat he 
thought Avas a very exceedingly happy idea, 
entered his mind, which idea Avas A'ery much 
strengthened, by the following conA'ersation 
that took place the same day.
night. Not that I think it will make any dif­
ference Avith you, Felix, but still I would rath­
er you had allowed me to be your night latch 
—and see,’ she said laughingly, shaking at 
him the tiniest of taper fingers, ‘see, if before 
the week is out, you do not regret haA'ing 
bought it.’
‘W ell,’ replied Felix, delighted Avith her 
good nature, ‘AA'e w ill see. But you need not 
sit up for me to-night, as I am going to a meet­
ing of the Society, and as we are to have an
anniversary supper after it is over, I will not 
be home until late.’
‘Very well, my dear,’ said Dolly, I will go 
to bed, and alloAV you a fair opportunity of 
testing the A'irtues of your key.’
‘That is right,’ said Felix,kissing her; ‘you 
will find it much pleasanter than sitting up,’ 
and putting on his hat he left the house, and 
soon arrived at the place of meeting. After 
the usual routine of business had been gone 
through, the Society adjourned, and proceeded 
in a body to a AA'ell-knotvn Hotel, and sat down 
to an inviting supper. Many AA'ere the jests 
uttered, and many the glasses of Avine and 
other liquors drank by the company, not ex­
cepting our friend Flinder, A\’ho drank a full 
magnum to every toast. These Avere not 
without their effect,for by the time this jovial as­
sembly Avas ready to disperse, according to the 
mind of Felix, the number of the company 
increased amazingly; and upon issuing forth 
into the street, in company AA'ith tAvo other 
members, the hotel seemed to be engaged in 
a Avaltz Avith the opposite building— while the 
street lamps resembled so many unsteady 
watchmen AA'alking up and doAvn Avith their 
torches held aboA'e their heads. They pro­
ceeded together until opposite the Circus,AA’hen 
with vows of the most unfailing regard for 
each other, they parted.
N ow Flinder, although not what could be 
called sober, Avas by no means drunk ; but just 
in that state AA'hen a man’s brain resembles a 
kaleidoscope, reflecting a thousand images in 
an inconceivably short time, each object van­
ishing with et'ery motion, but giving rise at 
the same time new ones.
‘That AA’as a confounded funny sonsr,’ of 
Tom Jones’, a confounded funny song,’ said 
Felix, as he staggered up the steps—not of 
his own dwelling, but that of Augustus Todd, 
Esq., and after a great deal of fumbling, at 
last succeeded in opening the door, left unlock­
ed for a servant Avho had gone out to a ball.—  
There Avas a lamp standing upon a table in 
the entry, and picking it up, Felix, Avalking 
steadily and as quietly as he could, sought 
the dining-room.
‘Bless her kind heart,’ s va^Felix, espying a 
table set out Avith a piece of cold ham, &c.,: 
upon it. ‘Bless her kind heart, she has left: 
this for me to eat; now Bit just sit down and j 
take a bite, and then creep up stairs to bed j 
without waking Dolly.’ So laying down his 
hat upon the table he commenced eating.
‘Ha! h a ’ ha!’ said Felix, as he conveyed 
a piece of the juicy ham to his lips, ‘that was 
a confounded funny song—let me see—hoAV 
does it go—‘Come all ye jolly blades, aa'Iio 
good members Avould be,’ and having hit up- 
the Avords and tune, Felix baAvled forth most 
melodiously.
‘My love,’ said Mrs. Augustus Todd, turn­
ing in bed and aAA’aking her sleeping partner, 
‘my love, thetas thieves in the house—I heard 
them singing just now something about blades 
— they mean perhaps to cut our throats, my 
iove.’
‘Cut our throats,’ said Mr. Todd, ‘pshaAV ! 
my dear, you have been dreaming—you wo­
men are too great cowards
The voice of Felix, loud and prolonged, 
suddenly startled Ml. Todd, as it came in 
tones that admitted of no dissent up stairs.
‘ There,’ said Mrs. Todd, trembling, ‘ do 
you hear it now ?’
‘ H a !’ said Mr. Todd, ‘ it’s robbers—^ they’ve 
got into the house, and have the impudence to 
hav'e a feast off of that ham, I expect. ‘ Mrs. 
Todd, my love,’ he said, AA’ith dreadful calm­
ness, ‘ I belieA'e there is a pair of pistols in that 
closet; I must get up and go down.’ And he 
made a com’ulsive movement with his loAver 
limbs, as though he Avould haA'e arisen. ‘ Oh ! 
dear, dear Augustus, don’t think of such a 
thing! If they should happen to see you com­
ing down stairs and fire a ball into your head, 
AA'hat would become of me !’
‘Can I,’ said Mr. Todd, growing more mag­
nanimous as his Avife greAV more fearful, and 
clasped him more tightly, ‘can I hear those 
ruffians and not attack them ?— no— no— mv 
dear, I must go down !’
‘Then,’ said Mrs. Todd, ‘I must call the 
A’atch ;’ and springing out of bed, she threAV 
up the window, and cried ‘ Watch !’ at the top 
of her A’oice.
In a few moments the street resounded AA’ith 
the peculiar sound of rattles, and in a feAV more 
a AA’hole beA-y of the guardians of the nigh? 
rushed into the dwelling of Mr. Augustus 
Todd, through the door that Felix had forgot­
ten to close behind him, and proceeded straight 
to the dining-room, AA’here they discovered our 
friend, his feet reposing A’ery quietly upon the 
top of the piece of ham on the table, and his 
body reposing in a chair,— which, as Avell as 
his head, AA’as considerably on the decline.
‘Hallo!’ exclaimed Felix, aAvakened by their 
noise— ‘what the deuce do you A\ranthere— eh?’
‘Why, Mr. Flinder!’ said the watchman of 
the square in Avhich Felix resided.
‘Why, Felix Flinder !’ said Mr. Todd, who 
had descended, armed Avith a pair of pistols.
‘Why, Mr. Flinder!’ said Mrs. Todd, ‘ I 
am surprised— what do you mean by such 
strange behavior ?’
‘Oh ! I see,’ said Felix, beginning to realize 
his situation, ‘Ive got into the wrong house !’
‘Got into the AA’rong house !’ said Mr. Todd.
‘Yes,’ replied Felix, noiv sobered, ‘instead of 
opening my own door, I opened yours—and so 
came this occurrence.’ He had a hearty laugh 
at it, and Felix unlocked his OA\rn door, closed 
it softly after him, and crept noiselessly up 
stairs, where found Dolly, apparently in a deep 
slumber.
Next day at the dinner table there might 
ha\'e been noticed a sly twinkle in Dolly’s eye, 
and an evident but checked desire to burst into 
laughter.
‘Felix, my dear,’ she said, cuffing a slice off 
a A'ery fine looking ham, ‘ shall I help you to 
a piece!’
‘A piece of ham,’ replied Felix, ‘ a piece of 
ham,’ as the recollection of his last night’s ad­
ventures rushed upon him. ‘A piece of ham!’
‘Yes, my dear,’ said Dolly, ‘a piece of ham. 
Why, I always thought you very fond of ham !
‘So I am, my dear,’ replied Felix; ‘but— ’
‘But— ’ said Dolly, bursting into a loud peal 
of laughter, ‘but you like Mr. Todd’s the best. 
Oh! you men think your poor little AA’ives 
don’t know any thing. Mrs. Todd told me 
all about it this morning,’ and her round form 
fairly shook Avith laughter. ‘Didn’t I tell you 
something would happen if you got that key?’
‘Yes, you did, Dolly,’ replied Felix, ‘and I 
have thrown it away; and after this I will al- 
Avays take your advice. And I think that if 
all married men Avould follow my example, 
they would probably find themseh'es happier 
hy so doing.’
Felix Flimler has perse\'ered ever since in 
liis good resolution ; and on coming seriously 
to reflect on the adventure of that night, he 
became convinced that drinking AA'as an ex­
tremely fooluoh and useless habit; often lead­
ing to sad a <:l ruinous results. Accordingly 
‘by and withjthe advice and consent’ of Dolly 
he has lately become an active and useful 
memoer oi u k»t excenent society, tne • Sons or 
Temperance.i)
from the area, supporting arches of flowers, 
and flags, and statues. As he entered this 
wilderness of beauty, the bands struck up. 
“ See the conquering hero comes,” hnd shouts 
shook the edifice to its foundations. He had 
scarcely taken his seat in a splendid marquee, 
prepared for his reception, ivhen the curtain 
before the gallery, in front of him lifted—and 
there was a beautiful transparency, represent­
ing La Grange, Avith its grounds and towers, 
and beneath it, “ This is his home.” Nothing 
could be more touching and affectionate than 
this deA’ice; and as Lafayette’s eye fell upon 
it, a tear Avas seen to gather there, and his lip 
to quiver Avith feeling.
Thus the people received the “ people’s 
friend.” From New York he Avent to Albany 
and Troy, and one long shout of welcome roll­
ed the length of the Hudson, as he floated up 
the noble stream. Returning, he Avent to 
Philadelphia; and passing through the same 
scenes that had been enacted in every city he 
had visited, continued his route to Mount Ver­
non, to visit the tomb of Washington. The 
thundering of cannon announced his arrival at 
the consecrated ground, calling to his mind the 
time AA’hen he had seen that, now lifeless chief­
tain, move through the tumult of battle. Wish­
ing no one to AA'itness his emotions, as he stood 
beside the ashes of his friend, he descended 
alone into the vault. With trembling steps, 
and uncovered head, he passed down to the 
tomb. The secrets of that meeting of the liv­
ing Avith the dead, no one knows; but Avhen 
the aged veteran came forth again, his face 
was co\’ered with tears. He then took his son 
and secretary by the hand, and led them into 
the vault. He could not speak—his bursting 
heart AA'as too full for utterance, and he mutely 
pointed to the coffin of Washington. They 
knelt reverently beside it, kissed it, then ris­
ing, threAV themselves into Lafayette’s arms, 
and burst into tears. It was a touching scene, 
there in the silent vault, and Avorthy the noble 
sleeper.
From thence he went to Yorktown, Avhere 
a magnificent reception was given him. Pro­
ceeding South, he passed through all the prin­
cipal cities, to NeAv Orlean
Number 4,
it to more glorious keeping.” He then made 
a short address, to which Lafayette replied, 
saying: “ I hope, that displayed from the 
most prominent part of my house, at La Grange, 
it Avill always testify to all Avho may see it, 
the kindness of the American nation tOAvards 
its adopted and deA'oted son.”
Jerusalem by Moonlight-
The broad moonlight lingers on the summit 
of Mount Olivet, hut its bram has long left the 
garden of Gethsemane, the tomb of Absalom, 
the Avaters of Kedron, and the dark abyss of 
Jehosaphat. Full falls its splendor, hoAA’eA'er, 
on the opposite city A’ivid and defined in its 
silver blaz?. A lofty Ava’l, Avith turrets and 
towers, rnd frequent gates, undulates with 
unequal ground which it co\rers, as it encir­
cles the lost capital of Jehovah. It is a city 
of hills, far more famous than those of Rome, 
for all Europe has heard of Sion and of Cal­
vary, Avhile the Arab and the Assyrian, end 
the tribes and the nations beyond, are as igno­
rant of the Capitolion and Aventine Mounts, 
as they are of the Malvern or the Chil'ern 
Hills. The broad steep of Sions, croAA'ned 
AA'ith the tower of David ; nearer still, Mount 
Moriah, Avith the gorgeous temple of the God 
of Abraham, built, alas ! by the child of Ha- 
gar, and not by Sarah’s chosen one, close to 
its cedars and its cypresses, its lofty spires 
and airy arches, the moonlight falls upon 
Bethesda’s pool; further on entered by the 
gate of St. Stephen, the eye, though ’tis the 
noon of night, traces Avith ease the street of 
Grief, a long winding ascent to a vast cupo- 
lated pile that now covers Calvary, called the 
Street of Grief, because there the most illus­
trious of the hnman, as Avell as of the He­
brew race, the descendant of King David, and 
the diA’ine Son of the most favored of women, 
twice sank under the burden of suffering and 
shame, Avhich is now, throughout all Chris­
tendom, the emblem of triumph and of honor; 
passing over groups and masses of houses, 
built of stone, with terraced roofs, or sur­
mounted AA'ith small domes, we reached the
D E SC R IP T IV E .
Eminently calculated to interest the reader.
LAFAYETTE:
H is Last Visit to this country.
BY 3. T. HEADLEV.
Again, in his old age, Lafayette determined 
to look on the young Republic that had es­
caped the disasters Avhich had overwhelmed 
France* When his plans were made known, 
our gov'ernment offered to place a national 
vessel at his disposal; but he declined ac­
cepting it, and embarked at Havre in a mer­
chantman, and arrived at New York, August 
15j 1924. He was at this time sixty-seven 
years old.
His reception in this country, and triumphal 
march through it, is one of the most remarka­
ble events in the history of the world. Such
hill of Salem, AA’here Melchisedec built his
and thence up cfinflpl; s t i l l  remains the hill of
the Mississippi, to Cincinnati, and across to :^ C0Pa:5 'xlle‘e Titus gazed upon Jerusalem,
Pittsburg, and finally to AA'estern New York, on lh ^ e\e of his final assauK Titus destroy-
through AA’hich he hastened rapidly to Boston, ec^  temple. The teligion of Judea has,
to be present at the laying of the corner-stone! turn’ su '^veited the fanes which AA'ere raisad
of the Bunker-Hill monument. ;10 ^’s a^t^er anc^  himself, in his imperial capi-
r, • , . i ’ . . , . tal; and the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Ja-Previously to his southern trip, however, lie , . , . . , „
r, , ,  . , i : cob, is now Avorshipped before every altar inhad visited Congress, and been received by r, T , , J
that body with distinguished honor. A few , JerUsde“  b>' m“° ® ‘ ’ ’TiS “ ^
days after, a bill was passed, giving him a sPe<;,aclc' aPa«  f'™  all its indissoluble asso- 
hundred and forty thousand dollars, as J “ at'oas f  and beauty. The mitigating
ment, in part, for the money he had expended!h0”  Sof,enS auster.ty of a mountain land-
in our behalf. He had clothed and fed our “ T  oullme’ ho've™r harsh
i i , -  ,j- . an;l severe in detail; and, Avhile it retains allnaked, starving soldiers at his oaa’h cost—ex-!. , .  , dU
•fouffit our bat-: US sul:)limity)r"move much of the sav'age stern-pended money for the State-
ties—endured, suffered, and toiled for our wel- "eSffi° r, me Stra"ffe and unrivalJed scenc- A 
f . , i i i  . i ; fortified city, almost surrounded by ravines,lare; yet he never asked, and never expected , . . . , „ , - ’
• r, i iv , i ,  and rising in the centre of chains of far-spread-compensation. It had been entirely a r^ee* jnfr y jp  ^
Avill offering—his youth, his AA'ealth, his life,
all, an unselfish, noble sacrifice to a \\Teak, but 
bra\re people, struggling to be free.
occasionally offering, through their 
rocky glens, the gleams of a distant and a 
richer land ! The moon has sunk behind the
. . . . , Mount of Oli ves, and the stars in the darker1 his generous, and yet only iust remunera- , , . 1
, ,, t f .. , ■ i m . i : sk-v shine doubly bright o\’er the sacred city,tion, took Lafayette by surprise, and affected; m, ,, ... °  J
L . . , :  . , ............................I Ihe all-prevailing stillness is broken
gratitude atid unbounded affection AA’ere never! kkn deeply. Indeed, to a heart like his, the , /  °  ^  V ! ^ 11 ^  a
f  . . i a m .. c . oieeze tnat seems to IiaA'e travelled oA’er the
before received by a man from a foreign na- °Pen arms and overflowing affection of the , . r ol f ,, T, J ° t , m - . i mu ,• piam oi onaron nom tne sea. It Avails amono-
tion. As he passed from Staten Island to people were a sufficient reward. The entire nmisi(Tt , qmm„ tl
r 1 - - . . .  . “ Honoi • ae tomos, ana signs among the cypress groves.New Y^ ork, the bay A v a s  covered with g ay  nation had risen to do him homage. “ Honor T , ’ ° 3 „ . “1 ° c
i i i j , T r » u wt i , T r .< i X iiG palm tree trGmoiGb a5> it passes* as iF it
barges decorated with streamers; and AA’hen to Lafayette, Welcome to Lafayette— the! f T . , ,
s , ,, , u t*i i , AA'ere a spirit ot \a 03. Is it the breeze that has
the beautiful fleet shoved aw ay,, the bands nation’s guest,’ and such like exclamations, /  , , . . |
, _  . | , , . , . . t?, i travelled over the plain of Sharon from the
struck up, “ Ou peut-on etre mieux, qu'au sein had met him at e\rery step, r lowers were , rin L 'i ti i *■ - c i, . j i i • a . , sea! Ur is it the haunting A’oice of Dronhets
de sa fam illeV  W here can one better be, strewed along his pathway—his carriage de-i . , °  p
than in the bosom of his family ? Never did 6 ™  <■» ^  a"<l *»*ge<l by the | ^  ? Their Wls s’ . w<mjd
this favorite French air seem so appropriate— enthusiastic crowd, along ranks of grateful | lhg ]and where ,heir Creator had de;g°ned (0
not even AA’hen the shattered Old Guard i freemen, Avho rent the heavens Avith their ac- 
closed sternly around its Emperor, and sang it clamations. From the heads of government
down to the lowest menial, all had united inamid the fire of the enemy’s guns— as AA’hen a 
free people thus chanted it around the venera­
ble Lafayette. As he touched the shore, the 
thunder of cannon shook the city— old soldiers 
rushed weeping into his arms; and, “ W el­
come Lafayette !” AA’av’ed from eA’ery banner, 
rung from every trumpet, and was caught up 
by every voice, till
dwell, and over Avhose impending fate Om- 
nipotence had shed human tears. From this
, i  ,•  ,1 , , , T i : mount ? YVho can hut believe that, at thepouring blessings on his venerable head. Melt- r , . ’
ed to tears by these demonstrations of love, m,dnl=ht hour' from the of ‘he Ascen-
he had moved like a father amid his children.! S1°"’ "'e « reat d -‘F « ad °f ^  ^ - f f i le d  to 
. . .  , . : gaze upon the battlements of their mystic city?scattering blessings wherev’er he Avent. ! . , , , ,
. 1 here might be counted heroes and sages, who
One of his last acts in this country, Avas to nee(j shrink from no rivalry AA’ith the brighest 
lay the corner-stone of the Bunker Hill monu- and the wisest of other ]ands. but the ]aw_
every voice, till “ welcome, welcome !” j ment. He had placed the stone over Baron j giver of the Pharaohs, whose laws are still 
rose and fell in deafening shouts from the as- De Kalb’s grave, in South Carolina, and now obeyed; the Monarch, Avholereirni has ceased
it was fit that he, the last survivor of the major- for three thousand years, but whose wisdom 
generals of the American Revolution, should 
consecrate the first block in that grand struc­
ture. Amid the silent attention of fifty thou­
sand spectators, this aged A’eteran, and friend 
of Washington, Avith uncovered head, perform-
his line of progress. Blazing through the ed the imposing ceremonies, and “ Long live produce threeTuch men as these * The last 
darkness, they outshone the torches that her- Lafayette,” swelled up from the top of Bunker light is extinguished in the village „f Bethanv 
aided him ; while in the distance the pealing Hill. The wailing breeze has become ^
of bells from every church spire, announced | At length, after having passed through the 
his coming. The same enthusiastic joy re- entire Union, in the space of a few months, he 
ceived him at Boston ; and AA'hen he returned | embarked the Sth of September, for his native 
to New York, the city avqs Avilder than ei'er land. The Brandywine AA'as sent out by gov- 
with excitement. In Castle Garden there w as; ernment to convey him home ; and AA'hen it
sembled thousands. During the four days he 
remained in the city, it was one constant jubi­
lee ; and Avhen he left for Boston, all along his 
route, the people rose to Avelcome him. He 
trav'eled every night till 12 o’clock, andw’atch- 
fires were kept burning on the hill-tops, along
is a proA'erb in all nations of the earth ; the 
teacher, AA’hose doctrines have modelled civil­
ized Europe— the greatest legislators, the 
greatest of administrators, and the greatest of 
reformers—Avhat race, extinct or liA’incq can
a splendid illumination in honor of him— the 
bridge leading to it AA’as surmounted by a pyr­
amid sixty feet high, Avith a blazing star at the 
top, from the centre of AA’hich flashed the name 
of Lafayette. The planks AA'ere covered with 
■ carpets, and trees and flowers innumerable 
! lined the passage. Over the entrance was a
reached Havre, the officers, AA’ishing to express 
their admiration of him, deputed their first 
lieutenant, Gregory, to com’ey their senti­
ments. The young officer, overcome by his 
feelings, AA’as unable to utter a word; but in a 
spirit of true heroism, ran to the stern of the 
A’essel,and snatching the flag that waA’ed there,
moaning
wind; a Avhite film spreads OA’er a purple sky ; 
the stars are veiled ; the stars are hid ; all be­
comes as dark as the AA’aters of Kedron and the 
valley of Jehosaphat. The to\A’er of David 
merges into obscurity; no longer glitter the 
minarets of the Mosque of Omar; Bethesda’s 
angelic AA’aters, the gate of Stephen, the street 
of sacred sorrow, the hill of Salem, and the 
heights of Scopas, can no longer be discerned. 
Alone in the increasing darkness, while the 
very line of the AA’alls gradually eludes the 
eye ; the Church of the Holy Sepulchre is a
triumphal arch of flowers—huge columns arose j handed it to him, saying: “ We cannot confide beacon lio-ht.- D ' Israeli
MaiHMKsancBsaHS^ s v* -\ ~ AL'- N’CjZJ^wwj r^ij zyNfi- "&f*m ~*
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In what I write let Truth be my guide— Clearness aud 
Brevity’ my aim.
S u tlX i i tP jiL W
Bro. S. B . WESTON, Editor.
An Independent Press—guided by honesty of purpose and 
principle—devoted to the support of morality ami virtue, as 
the trite element of national prosperity, and of individual 
and social happiness.
FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 20, 1847.
ftCf=All communications and letters of business should be 
addressed ( t o s t  p a i d ) to II. W . J ew el l , Gardiner, 
Me.
Lecture at Richmond.
The editor of the Fountain will lecture at Rich­
mond, on this (Friday) evening, explanatory of the 
principle of the Sons ol Temperance. All interest 
ed are invited to attend.
Anniversary of Somerset Division
F riend J ewell,— I am extremely glad to 
find the Fountain improving, both in its size 
and general appearance, as also in its editorial 
department, conducted by that able friend of 
the noble cause of Temperance, B ro. W eston.
I hope the accession to your list of subscribers 
will warrant still another enlargement, though 
it is the best if not the largest in the Slate.
It is received in this village and read with a 
"ood degree of interest, and I still hope that 
many names will yet be added to your list of 
patrons from this place.
The cause of Temperance in this place looks 
rather favorable, and bids fair to do much 
good. We are in a lumbering commu­
nity where liquor has always been considered 
(till within a few years) second only to lumber 
itself, and many still contend that spirits are 
necessary for men who work continually on 
and in the river, they being always exposed to 
heat and cold, See. Although this is utterly 
at variance with sound reason and against the 
evidence of thousands to the contrary, who 
have proved it to a demonstration to be inju­
rious as a beverage for men who thus labor— 
still this reasoning has to be overcome, and 
these men made to beiieve that they are in the 
wrong, before you can successfully meet their 
particular case. I doubt not very many are 
honest in this belief, but I fear many are dis­
honest; they claim to drink for this reason, 
but the secret of their drinking lies in their 
acquired appetites for rum. From this fact 
and some .other minor causes, it is a matter of 
some difficulty to entirely eradicate and keep 
spirits entirely from the place. There are but 
two places where rum is kept in this village, 
and one of those has a license to sell under 
the State law ; the other, I hope and trust, 
will soon be led to abandon the traffic, as I 
verily believe it is an injury both in a pecuni­
ary and social relation. This kind of traffic, 
will drive all good custom from a tavern or 
store, where it is generally understood the 
poisonous drug, is dealt out to any and all who 
want. This has been proved in this place to 
a demonstration.
A Division of the Sons of Temperance, 
called • Somerset Division, No. 39, was insti­
tuted in this place, one year ago last Friday.
They commenced with eight members, aud 
have kept on gradually progressing, till they 
now number forty-three. They have not had 
a rapid accession to their number, but it has 
gone forward with an unshrinking firmness 
and spirit of determination not surpassed by 
any other Division. During the whole year 
the Division has not had the unpleasant task 
to perform of erasing but one name from the 
books, and a degree of unity of feeling and 
action has characterized all their actions, such 
as will create kind feelings towards each other 
and for the world.
Last Friday evening, they celebrated their 
anniversary with a supper, and of this too 
much cannot be said in its praise.' The 
table was spread with every luxury that could 
be obtained, such as melons of various kinds, 
pears, peaches, apples, &c., and a great variety 
of cakes of various kinds, and much of it 
would have done credit to the best caterer in 
the State. I think, without enlarging, it was 
the richest looking table I ever saw spread.—
An invitation was tendered to about three • , , • , • ,, . . . .. . . i l l  wish and reasoning; and it is a matter of inquiry,
nundreed, but only two hundred were present, tii^y have „.rt, been tea to prav against
besides the DhLiuri. Joshua IN ye, Jr., open- ' 
ed the exercises with a few remarks in ex­
planation of tbe rise and progress of the 
Order, which were well received ; then pray­
er by the chaplain of the Division. Mr.
Emerson, from Orono Division, was introduced 
to the audience, and entertained them for a 
few moments with some pertinent remarks, 
after which the cloth was removed, and all 
partook of a sumptuous repast. The ladies 
too graced the hall with their presence to the 
number of one hundred at least— which added 
very much to the interest of the occasion ; for 
without them on an occasion of this kind, 
very little could be accomplished; so too in 
the great temperance reform, if it was not for 
woman’s influence, I should despair of ever 
accomplishing the great object desired by all 
good wishers to this best of causes. After all 
had eaten a supply, toasts were drank, (with 
cold water,) and speeches made by a number 
of invited guests, which tended much to en­
liven the occasion. A Looker ox.
Kendall’s Mills, Aug. 16.
Speech of the 44 Hon.” Gentleman from
Perif.
* The last. Free American publishes a fine speci­
men of anti-temperance speech making. It is the 
“ Speech of Mr. Newell of Peru, in the blouse of 
Representatives, July 1847, on the Liquor Bill.” 
His positions are such as have been usually assum­
ed by those who have been inimical to the law, 
and who have struggled hard to procure a repeal. 
He seeks to implant himself behind what he re­
gards an impregnable fortress, that of private and 
constitutional right, and endeavors to show that the 
license law has interfered with the rights of citi­
zens. This position has repeatedly been shown 
false and untenable, inasmuch as the law claims 
to interfere with the rights or privileges of no one, 
but aims to stop individuals from injuring communi­
ty hy traffic in rtun. Its assumption is that the 
rumseller has no such rights as he claims for him­
self,—that neither human or divine law—no con­
stitution under heaven ever gave him the right to 
jeopardise the peace and happiness of families, of 
individuals and of community, nnd it strives to 
stop him in his business which injures all these.— 
This is the true ground.
Mr. Newell also strives to show that the law not 
only violates the rights of citizens, but is not sat­
isfactory to the people, and is not capable of ac­
complishing what its friends claim for it. This too 
is incorrect, as a glance at what has been done 
with the law by its friends abundantly shews, and 
as the voice of the remonstrances against its re­
peal proves. But he denies that the remonstrances 
any way indicate the real sentiments of the people 
on this subject,and declares that, the remonstrance? 
were filled up hy a resort to unusual means, and 
hy those who had no right to interfere with the 
matter. And under this head he enters into the 
following gross and insulting tirade against the 
women who have fell in duty bound to remonstrate 
against the repeal, supposing—and rightly too— 
that they had a right to interest themselves in a 
matter which they are so directly and personally 
interested in. This part of his speech we will ex­
tract :
“ Much is said of the interest the ladies take in 
this matter of temperance and stringent laws; and 
of their prayers that come up as sweet memorials 
before the Legislature. 1, sir would be the last to 
treat with contempt the petitions of mild and love­
ly woman. Tlie ladies plead and they should not 
be disregarded. That man would be recreant to 
his high trust, who meaningly would fix a thoin in 
the bosom of the fair sex. But, sir, it is a matter 
of reflection, whether these ladies have not been 
induced to send in their names more at the solici­
tations of zealous men than by their own voluntary
_ . _
tlicir own interest. No one possessing the natur 
al feelings o-’ tlie human heart, can help admiring 
the kind feelings, the tender and sensitive hearts of 
the fairer sex. We there behold the deep com­
miseration manifested for other’s woes. There ave 
tender strings of their hearts always ready to vi­
brate with sympathy at the touching tale of suffer­
ing humanity. We would do injustice lo the finer 
sensibility of their natures, did we not commend 
their kindness, and pay due respects to their gen­
erous and humane intentions. But, as this ques­
tion involves the rights of citizens, and is acknovv-
scorn pointed at you by her whom you have insult­
ed, and tremble when you hear ringing in your 
ears : “ There goes the Peruvian, who in the Leg­
islative Halls of Maine dared to insult the rights 
of woman.” Woman if not the Philistines be up­
on you, Mr. Newell. We have not space for much 
comment on this speech—nor does it need much.— 
It is a stereotype story—the same thing that has 
been reiterated a thousand times, and now has lost 
its power. Rum arguments, like the evil conse­
quences of rum-selling, are the same. They have 
been controverted a multitude of times.
ledged to bo a direct violation of the natural rights, I larrouaie_“ Mr.
Tilings in Gardiner— Rum reigns 
Triumphant!!!
We have endeavored of late to call the attention 
of the friends of temperance, of morality and good 
order in this place, to the actual condition of things 
as regards rmnselling and rumdrinking. There is 
need of this—there is great need that the temper­
ance men in Gardiner should look about them and 
see upon what a volcano they are reposing. How 
does stand this matter 1 Upon Water street there 
are five or six notorious rum-shops, that are daily 
and nightly dealing out their “ distilled damnation” 
hy the glass,—there are men on Water street en­
gaged in the rum business, scattering the most 
direful mischief about this community, in com­
parison with whom, the foulest fiend in hu­
man shape now depredating upon society, is as 
innocent as the angels of light. We see their 
work about us daily. These wretched vampires, 
sucking the blood of the best and fairest of our 
citizens—of young men—are allowed without in­
terruption to carry on their hellish work. Not a 
day passes but we see the staggering drunkard 
wending his way from the den of the rumseller,— 
nnd often as the attendants of this,there is enacted 
in the broad light of day, the disgraceful street- 
fight. We saw but recently a YOUNG MAN, 
but about 20 years old, suffering intense agony from  
that horrible disease, delirium tremens! And all 
this in Gardiner. How long are these things to 
continue 1 When will temperance men wake up 
to their duly! When will a war of extermination 
be commenced against the authors of all this mis­
ery here. God grant it may be soon, or we trem­
ble for tbe fate of this place.
We append to the above the information contain­
ed in the following article from a correspondent :
A  H orrid Spectacle ! !
Bro. Weston,—About 10 o’clock on Thursdav 
evening of last week, our village was again dis­
graced by the unearthly noise of a yonngS rowdy 
(a son of one of our citizens who wishes to he 
thought respectable,) whose companions were car­
rying him, not towards home, but in another di­
rection, in a state of beastly intoxication. They 
came Horn the lower end of Water street, whether 
from the ‘Hotel’ or the ‘Lunch R o o m does not 
yet appear ; but he as it may, the young lad was 
in a state of drunkenness which totally incapacita­
ted him for walking or talking ; for die noises he 
made were but
“ Horrid accents and dire veils.” 
resembling those of a human being laboring tinder 
all the horrors of delirium tremens. His compan­
ions were endeavoring to free him from the effects 
of what he had drank, by running hirn through tlie 
street. But, alas! it was an up hill business—he 
would only be moved hy main force ; he had near­
ly lost all use of his limbs, and his companions 
were under the necessity of laying him down often 
to take breath.
We watched them fora long tin and found 
that all their efforts were in vain—hdK.tll uttered 
the same incoherent exclamations—tht same ma­
niac yells ! Wo rhen left them, and retired re­
flecting upon what we had seen and heard. We
Ci prl. /Nu rod f  onJ ccAscrv cue i 1 " pUTUHlS" T--
His father is a constant tipler; the^example of 
drinking has been set before his chiidrO i from their 
earliest infancy. This boy has followed that ex­
ample, and where is lie!—a miserable., loathsome 
drunkard ! And yet. he has not yet stamped on the 
threshold of manhood ! We ask agairti'to/t/re were 
his parents at that ertp/wi moment ? Probably they 
were quietly slumbering over a draught of the 
same damning poison which had prostrated all the 
physical and mental faculties of their first-born 
son !
We thought if we met the father of the hoy, we 
would address him in something like the following
Associations for Mental Improvement.
W e have received from one interested in the 
subject of which he writes the following article :
F riend W eston,—I read with pleasure an 
able article in the 2d No. of your paper entitled 
“ Intellectual Pursuits.” It is what every young 
person, and more especially the working class ot 
our young men, the.“boneand sinew'’ ot ourcoun- 
try, should carefully commit to memory’, and Mime 
bending over liis toilsome task, day after day, 
through the scorching heats of Summer and the 
chilling blasts of Winter, let the almost golden 
sentiments contained in that brief though com­
prehensive article stimulate him to mental effort 
—to noble laborious exertion. How many months,
ever is tlie subject of study. W e should approach 
study with an unprejudiced, unbiased mmu. 
study to train new l ig h t ,  not to strengthen or cber- 
T h e  result of another s re­
own. Theyish prior principles flections should but stimulate our 
should be the producers of thought ,n us not he 
adopted thoughts of our own. I h e  icsu to  on°
er’s observations, deduced from certain pien.is
might not be our own, derived from the same 
sources. We might be differently affected hy 
them. W e might, perchance, discover a new tram 
of reasoning which would essentially change 
the whole current of a subject, or find out^a
y e a  years, have been consumed in the acquisition j sure and more excellent way of a l‘ivin» 
of that amount of knowledge which half the time same result. W e may not question . - 1 ‘
should have secured. The fond hopes of many an aa firm]y established as the “everlasting hills, but
affectionate father have been partially blasted, bis discover some new developemerit or modi*
high expectations cut off', in consequence of the *J \Y p nnv oresent new and dif-
prooress of a son, anxious to secure to him- fication of them. M c may present
se!f?a lasting reputation and a name, merely be- ferent phases of them than have been pr »
cause he knew not howto study. Efforts, sufficient-j Xustead, therefore of adopting another’s opinions as 
ly determined perhaps, were made, but not made our ow„ we sniJUld arrive at such conclusions as
our own convictions will sanction. Thus the giant 
intellects of the world have acquired tlicir g reat­
ness and brilliancy. Thus they have led the way 
to new discoveries have promulged new theories
aright.
How much information might and ought to be 
acquired in the lime many of our young men, in 
this village spend thoughtlessly in tlie streets, and 
many of them at places too spiritual either to im­
part useful information or assist in establishing a i rn. , ' ha,i;0nch m ih r law of
moral reputation. W e  are pleased to learn that a and opinion. 1 bus, by an obedience to t. 
society is about being formed, in our village, by mental progress, they have cast away and exploded 
quite a number of young and respectable median- oj(j s ,,stems of error, and brought us into the sun- 
ics, for the purpose of “mental improvement in de- " f  It ia the idea of which we now
bale and reading.” We had the pleasure of see- => . c ,, rni
ing the list of names already secured, and are hap- speak that is the foundation of ai piogrca . 
pv*to see them highly interested in a work so well false ideas of the past would never have been ex-
iie 
ects
fluence such an association is calculated to exert !ire embraced in contradistinction to others. New 
over him. But tlie best of all is, they are all young jfle a s  are built upon tbe wrecks of old ones. 'The 
men, zealously opposed to intemperance in all its progresa in theory and opinion is an imrnuta-
forms, quite a number of whom being “Sons of 1 ^ i .  , . ,• liri
that noble sire—Temperance. Goon, then,young ble law. It is inscribed^ in characters of light 11 -
men! Avail yourselves of every opportunity to 
store your minds tv it li that sort of information 
which will render society more enlighted more 
learned in after years. Go on ’till your influence 
shall be sensibly felt in Education, Temperance 
and in every cause worthy of your support, and 
may that Being whose almighty arm upholds and 
governs the universe approve of and bless your no­
ble endeavors. Let the motto by which all yonr 
efforts shall be governed be—perseverando vinci- 
mus. Adolescens.
We add to the above the following article which 
we have prepared in continuation of the subject 
refered to.
The article which follows was published a 
few years since in the Washingtonian Journal. 
We republish it at the request of the individ­
ual to whom it refers, who still remains true 
to his first temperance pledge.
R ic h m o n d , April 1, 1844.
Mr. Shirley :—Narratives of escape from 
danger, are always read with interest. The 
interest excited is usually in proportion to the 
danger avoided. To the mind actuated by re­
ligious principle, the Washingtonian reform is 
peculiarly interesting. To see our fellow men, 
once degraded and given up as lost, beyond 
hope of recovery, now raised from their de­
gradation, to occupy a respectable station in 
society, and maintaining year after year a 
straight forward coarse, is peculiarly gratify­
ing. Mr. John Booker,— the subject of this 
narrative, was a native of Gardiner, in this 
State, and was for many years a drunkard. 
All he earned, went for rum ; he was poorly 
clad, idle and vicious. Fortunately he had no 
family to share with him the dregs of sorrow 
in the drunkard’s bowl. Nine years ago, and 
before the Washingtonian reform commenced, 
he resolutely attacked the long cherished but 
loathsome vice, and, relying on Him who said 
‘my grace is sufficient,’ gained the victory. 
Since that, he has neither touched, tasted or 
handled the creature in any form. He is now 
a well clothed, respectable and industrious 
man, and a consistent Christian. His zeal in 
the temperance cause, has all the freshness of 
a young recruit, united with the steadfastness 
of the old veteran. Meet him where you will, 
temperance is the leading topic of remark. 
He is untiring in his efforts to promote this 
glorious reform ; faithful to the erring mem­
bers of the society with which he is connect­
ed and a reprover of those who still partake of 
the drink that is in the drunkard’s bowl’ May 
those who are still following the early career 
of our reformed friend, be induced by similar 
example to abstain wholly ; and those who 
have reformed, be animated by tins account to 
persevere. G. C. W.
“Whatever may be the customs and lawsjofa 
country, the women of it decide the morals.— 
Free or subjugated, they reign, becausS they 
nold posession of our minds. But their influence 
is more or less salutary, according to the degree 
of esteem which is {minted them.”
with due regard to the intentions of the ladies, un­
til they shall show that they are acquainted with 
the principles of government and the guarantied 
rights and privileges of American citizens, I can­
not in my vote consent to be governed by their dic­
tation. From their situation, it is not expected 
they will meddle with politics without sufficiently 
investigating tlie subject, lhe final adjustment of 
which is to be tl e work of the other sex—whom 
our institutions and laws suppose to be most com­
petent for the business of Legislation and govern­
ment than the weaker sex. Too often hasty and 
impatient of constraint, they may feel anxious to 
see that consumated at once which may require 
some longer time fully and permanently complete. 
The temperance reform is progressive—a mistaken 
zeal, a hasty step, may destroy and completely re­
tard its operation,
The ladies, perhaps, have not reasoned so deep­
ly on this subject as they ought. If allowed to 
dictate a course of impetuous action, they may in­
volve in the vortex of destruction the salutary 
plans and schemes which are ihe result of years of 
reflection. The female temperament is well adapt­
ed to quick and hurried action. I am aware, they 
might be led by a hasiy disposition to ask for the 
adoption of measures, by the male community 
which they would not for a moment tolerate, if 
carried into their own department. Thus much 
for those who “ plow with the heifer,” and solicit 
numerical strength and show of females, to con­
trol and bias the judgment or mind of grave Leg­
islators.”
There, ladies, do you hear that.? What do you 
think of it? We will leave you to pour out your 
scorn and indignation upon this Mr. Newell,—and 
we know you will do it—rather than express the 
contempt we feel, and every good Temperance 
man feels, at this insult to the women of our State, 
and this denial of her right to interfere in any 
measures calculated to promote the cause in which 
woman is especially interested. We have yet to 
learn that the Legislature of Maine—any Legisla­
ture in fact—is so far above lhe reach of woman’s 
influence. We have yet to learn that these repre­
sentatives of the people are not bound as much to 
legislate for the rights and the interests of women 
as for men. Never may we behold the Legisla­
ture so uncivilized as to refuse to listen to the pray­
ers of woman when she pleads! Tlie doctrines of 
ibis Mr. Newell of Peru must be preached in some 
other Peru than that of Maine. They will do bet­
ter on the Andes’ summit. Had the women peti­
tioned for the repeal of the law, neither Mr. New­
ell, nor any other Mr. would have uttered a word 
about woman's interference—but they know her 
power and they fear it, and hence think best to op­
pose it. But never will her voice be silent on this 
question—never will her influence be withheld, 
when the cause of temperance demands it, wheth­
er it be to operate upon the Legislature or any 
where else. Stop your tirade Mr. Newell and 
that of vour satellites—hang your head for very 
sharne that you have thus endeavored to insult the 
women of this State. They will remember you 
—it may not be at the ballot-box—but in a more 
effectual way will their indignation be poured out 
upon you. Hereafter, look out fur that linger of
— your son is brutally drunk 
he has come to this by following your example. He 
bears your name, and inherits your habits. And 
upon your head rests the dreadful responsibility,— 
you cannot be insensible to these facts, you have 
already begun to cast about you for a remedy.— 
No w friend, just follow our advice, and we are 
ready to pledge to you all we are, and all we hope 
to be in this life, that your son—far gone as he is 
—may yet be restored to sobriety, usefulness and 
respectabilit y. Dash the accursed poison from your 
own lips,—never taste it again. Never visit, if 
you can possibly avoid it, the places where it is 
sold. Set your face forever agaist alcohol in eve­
ry form. Assume again, the parental authority 
over your child ; put him beyond tiie reach of the 
temptation, into some useful employment. Let no 
opportunity pass without endeavoring to impress 
upon his mind the importance of banishing the ac­
cursed cup forever from his lips, and he will yet be 
saved from a drunkard’s miserable life, and still 
more miserable deaih. The pad is bevond yonr 
reach—ponder well the future, and all will be well 
—pursue an opposite course, and your grey hairs 
will soon be brought down with sorrow and infamy 
to the grave. B eware ! S. of T.
Gardiner, Aug. 9, 1817.
Reward.
We should like to have the selectmen of Gar­
diner offer the following eward : —
A  REWARD of five dollars will be paid to each person who will furnish evidence, or in­
formation of evidence, upon which any person sha 
be convicted of an offence against the “Act restrict­
ing the sale of intoxicating drinks,” provided the 
offence shall have been connected with this town.
---------------- J Selectmen
--------------------[  o f
----------------} Gardiner.
Why will not our town authorities move in this 
matter? Ought they not to do so? Assuredly 
they had. Will they do it ?
C vrpet R oom. S. T. G ushf.f. has fitted up in 
his store on Water-street, a spacious room, where 
are exhibited most elegant specimens of carpeting^ 
of various qualities and prices. Mr. Gushee is a 
very gentlemanly man, as all who have had deal­
ings with him know, and will do every thing in his 
power to accommodate customers.
Sons of Temperance Excursion.
Committees of Arrangements have appointed by 
the Divisions at Augusta, Hallowell and Gardiner 
for a Grand Excursion of the Order to Bath, in a 
few days. The arrangements as soon as complet­
ed will be announced. The M. W. P., Philip S 
White, of Philadelphia, is expected lo join the Or­
der on the occasion.
The only cool treatment which is to he lolcTated 
this hot weather is from a bath. \V e state this in 
reply to a querist.
The N. Y. Express says: ‘We were shown a 
receipt for nine hundred and eighteen dollars and 
seventy five cents, thc amount paid in advance for 
one year’s advertising, by Dr. Townsend in a Phil 
adelphia paper.
It is one of the gratifying features of our time the 
establishment of associations for moral and litera­
ry advancement. They have been increased great­
ly in number and efficiency within few a years, 
and that among the young men—a class who great­
ly need the influences which grow’ out of such as­
sociations.
In relation to the objects of these associations, 
we cannot in too strong terms express approbation. 
As we value every thing which tends to strengthen 
and develops the faculties of the mind ; to call in­
to action the mental vigor and power of man, and 
capacitate him for useful and honorable action in 
human society ; as we value everything which 
will afford protection from the dangers to which 
base illiteracy leads ; as we value the importance 
of right mental culture; we ought to encourage 
the literary association. Beneath the genial in­
fluence which it sheds, many a noble spirit is born, 
many a mind reared, which otherwise, vmuld re­
main in a measure useless, like a field unfilled, run­
ning to waste, although withffi it might exist a 
vegetative power, which properly cultivated, might 
u'ecome tlie source of a golden harvest. We know 
not the value or fruitfulness of mental soil, un­
til submitted to the hand of an improving progress. 
The mental power needs exercise in order to gain 
strength and acquire developement. To the at­
tainment ot this end no agency is more effectual 
than the literary association, when a just and 
healthy action is given to it by those who compose 
it. .Energy and faithfulness is essential. There 
must be application and perseverance—there must 
be activity and devotipn to the high objects to­
wards which these associations aspire. Within these 
associations are interchanged sentiments and ideas 
utterance is given to thoughts that mav be the 
result of investigation into a given subject, either 
by oral or written communication. The tendency 
of these exercises is to discipline the mind.— 
Whether speaking or writing good comes from the 
practice.
Literary associations induce mental operation. 
We are endowed with thinking,reflective faculties, 
with power of investigation and of memory, and 
there is a responsibility resting upon us to avail 
ourselves of every facility of turning these to a 
proper account.
Properly digested thought ought not to be con­
cealed. So long as it is retained within its own birth 
place, it is in a great measure useless. It docs 
comparatively little good to itself—none to others. 
To make it valuable, it must be uttered. Utter­
ance, too, not merely benefits those to whom 
thought is imparted, but it reacts upon itself with 
a strong power. When we communicate, we open 
a fountain of good in our own mind. Mind 
strengthens upon the result of the labors of mind, 
This is its source of supply. Withhold the genial 
influence of sun and rain from the plant, and it 
would cease to exist. Its only source of vitality 
would be gone. Thus with the intellectual being. 
There must be a source of supply here. Whence 
comes it but from mind itself? Take up a book — 
we admire to pore over its pages ; we drink ot its 
contents; wo feel inspired with new revelations of 
truth and duty; and we are then deriving nourish­
ment from the mental discernment of others.— 
Books result from mind. So, likewise, with the 
world of art. W e observe the curiously wrought 
machinery—we note the magnificence of a struc­
ture—the splendor of a painting, and we are pleas­
ed and instructed at beholding this product of mind. 
And then look at the universe—bright and beau­
tiful as it is—the sun, the moon, the stars—their 
harmonious and complicated revolutions—at our 
own earth, great in itself yet only a speck in the 
creation of God—its fine ndornings, and its admir­
able fitness to promote the happiness of all who in­
habit it,—this the result of Infinite Mind. Books, 
and the works of art, and the more glorious works 
of Nature, are the media of intellectual advance­
ment.
It is onr duty, and it most certainly should be 
our pleasure, to study the results of mind. We 
shquid delight to pore over the pages of historic 
lore—to examine the exact sciences—to treasure 
up philosophic fact. These are the foundations, 
broad and firm, upon which a sublime intellectual 
fabric may be reared. But how should we study ? 
We might read never so many books, and yet be 
none tlie wiser. The student might spend a life in 
this task,and never attain the high objects he seeks
on the whole iiisto-y of mind. Investigation and 
discussion are the foundations of progress; and 
long and patient investigation is necessary, be­
fore any great principle can be brought to bear in 
happifying influence upon the welfare and destiny 
of man. See this illustrated in every department 
of discovery.
The connection of the literary association with 
this progressive study is apparent, l t  is there lhat 
this study is entered into—and its advantages en­
joyed. W e therefore urge its establishment as 
a branch of that great reformatory machinery which 
is at work for the intellectual and moral improve­
ment of the race. W e should like in this article 
to present facts from history and the testimony of 
many distinguished men, who from these associa­
tions have derived that great mental strength' 
which has carried them onward in their brilliant 
career, but we have not room. W e shall in anoth­
er article consider the influence of the public lit­
erary and scientific lecture upon the condition of 
society, and urge the importance of its being 
supported.
ILJ3 One of our best subscribers tbe other day 
undertook to stop his paper because, living in the 
house with four other families, they were always 
fortunate enough to get the first and sometimes the 
only reading. W hy, good men and women, what 
do you suppose we shall think of you I W e thank 
you for your interest in the paper, for a person who 
wants it enough to steal it must want it—no doubt 
about that. W e thank you for the compliiper.t. 
But many such compliments would ruin the paper. 
Ah ! good friends, there’s only one honest way of 
getting the paper—walk up to the captain’s office 
and show yourselves to he true men and women, 
by subscribing. Terms, low—there’s room for 
more than four families on the list.
44 Barking Dog.”
The “  Crystal Fdhnt and American Reform 
published at W est Chester, Penn., comes t0
and requests an exchange. W e will do so, if;
no other reason than that wc find the follo»j. 
good thing in the number before us.
“ The liquor sellers, vve understand, make  ^
wicked threats against temperance people wty 
their duty in giving information in cases of 
tion of the present license law. Now we h, 
there is no man so easily frightened as to letl 
threats of such outlaws alarm him. They arej 
the overflowings of passion, which, like the fij 
on the beer cup when fresh drawn from the * air 
soon settles to a stale dirty liquid. Thevflfl 
intend, or if they intend they are general,q 
cowardly to carry out their threats. Therein 
danger of their hurting any body, otherwise |  
by tlie blasting poison they diffuse.
We have been told of a rum-seller who mom 
a steed armed with a club, and with tlie dire j 
port of a Jack Falstaff, rode off nt full speed,! 
,e,in<T v e n g e a n c e  against both informer andjiis| 
On d a sh ed "  tho steed, but tlie warrior grow 
he a p p r o a c h e d  the enemy of his traffic, so tint 
the time of meeting liis valor lost its frotli„ 
grew stale as Ins own sour beer ; instead of fl* 
fshing the club of “  H ercules,”  he grew wondj
fullv^tame and threatened only to “ mark” hjfj 
former. W hat a grievous thing that will bc.'|
And here is another good thing from the same:, 
W H Y  DON’T  YOU P R O SE C U T E  THKM
Almost every day we can hear some coonm 
sympatizer say “ O phsaw ! there’s plenty ofr® 
sold, almost every tavern-keeper in the countvjrt 
rum .”  Ask them if they have seen them soli,^
answer you, “  no------o------o, hut they sell runri
Do yon know any person who ever seen them 
rum. “ Y es.” W ho was it? “ Well, I cajj 
tej[ y013—several.”  Ask them still closeri| 
they hem and haw, and insinuate lhat simiJI 
them were professed temperance men, butjJ 
is all you cart get out of them. No doiiHM 
these men have seen the rumseller dealing ()uf|5 
deadly poison and taking tlie pay for it ; butnlo 
will not admit it.
'Ftiese men are the rumsellers f rum peters J  
mouth-pieces, oi mure correctly speaking )acrfcalk, 
who are sent forth from every gin-palace in ib 
country to provoke and tantalize temperance mt:, 
with hideous stories of woe and disgrace, for Ik 
worst of purposes ; as defiers o f the temperate 
movement ; as decoy ducks to old soakers, and# 
aiders and abettors to crime and death. Suchma 
are narrow-minded and wicked. Temperanceinq 
have too much respect fur themselves, and firmnei 
in the faith to he disturbed by the tautalizingil 
a few such loafers.
If  these men see liquor sold, as they say, why 
have they not manliness and firmness to say % 
as a man of uprightness and candor should? Wbf 
do they not come forward as witnesses?
T o  temperance men we would say, it is your 
duty, the next one you hear talking in this man­
ner, to bring up and make him testify; put <urM0| 
oath, arid see if his craven heart will not quail M| 
dor the weight of truth or falsehood.
It is reasonable to believe that rum is sold, an§ 
if these men, who make the assertion, do really 
know what they say, iliey can he made to Answer 
before a justice, audi t  is the duly of temperance 
men to see to this. Let such recam, or swear 
falsely, or true and fearlessly.
T he  T em perance  S t a n d a r d . W e are afraid 
we have lost the run of the Standard. W e have 
received one of Bro. Kimball’s papers from Bos­
ton and one from Lowell. The matter appears the 
same. W ell, wherever you are Bro. Kimball we 
wish you success. May your life be as long and 
as happy—your prospects as flattering nnd as real 
as flattering—as you deserve. None deserve bet­
ter treatment from the worll than you do—and 
may it serve you, editorially and personally, better 
than it does most of its victims. Success to you, 
whether at Lowell or Boston.
Rum aud Ruin.
In the city of New Yhrk there have been grant­
ed 3,462 licenses for the sale of liquors—the effect 
of the repeal of the Excise law of that State. Now, 
ye opponents of law, see the result of all this in 
the following facts taken from a paper of that city. 
Can it be possible that the people of Maine wish 
such a state of things? which would inevitably 
have followed the repeal of onr present license law 
Impossible.
“ W e have looked over the Police Records for 
six days, viz: 29th July to August 3d, nnd found 
the enormous number two hundred and thirty-two 
persons committed for Intoxication, of whom’, sen 
enty-one were females, and one hundred and sixtv 
one males. Of the balance of the commitments for 
assault, and battery, disorderly conduct, &c., a large 
proportion might doubtless he traced to ardent spir­
its as the exciting cuuse. Tn fact,^a thorough in­
vestigation has shown that the whole police force 
of the world is sustained mainly on the foundation 
of alcoholic liquors. Moral snasionists, can you he 
so short sighted as to content yourself with eter­
nally legislating against the effects of a direful 
cause, and vet never direct vour warfare arrainst 
the infernal caus e  itself! Think ! think radically 
—think at once—and then a c t !”
0  4i Tilings oil* West.-’
A friend al Chicago, writes us as follows, unwig 
date of
C hica go, I I I . ,  July  31, 1817. j l
B ro. W e s t o n :
Knowing you are much interested iu the great 
cause in which you are engaged, and thinking voiffl 
would he pleased to hear from your Brethren “ in 
the far W est,”  l have resolved to write you, a]J 
though I am but very little Informed of tlie state <* 
affairs as regards temperance, having been vt*r 
much engaged ever since I have been in tins city. 
W ebayo two Divisions of (he Sons o f  Temperance t 
here: Illinois Division, No 1, was formed a year 
ago last March, and now numbers about fifty* 
Prairie Division, No. 8, was msUtutedlast Fcbr^l 
ary, numbering now thiiry-flve. Thus vou J  
their progress lias been very slow ; and I regret 
add that there are hut very few who seein to ta 
much interest in the cause, und probabl y flm 
the sequel of their ill success.
Prairie Division has stimulated Illinois, latclyM 
and [ think the interest is rather increasing. Id  
hope by fall we shall he able to propel more tapiifw 
ly. Tlie “ Sons”  have kept remarkably still, ncverl 
having had a celebration or made any s t i r ; many |  
did not know there was a Division here, and soiwr ■’i 
not even knowing what the Sons of Temperauca i 
were. But I think they will find out before long.*8 
T here are two Tents of the Rechabites, and ahoM 
one of the Daughters of Rechab, but there is its 
strong prejudice against them, and ;s  the “ Sons” * 
formerly met in the Ilachabite Hall, many thought 
they were one and the same thing. There aro 
other temperance societies. And in order to rouse : 
the people from the lethargy into which they have | 
fallen, tne different societies are going to fund a 
I emperance League.” I have been very hap- ! 
pily disappointed in Chicago, as I often heard it ] 
was an extremely dissipated place; but I do not 
think it is so much so as many of the eastern cities.
It is very seldom a man is seen intoxicated. About 
ten days since, the “ Sons”  at Juliet, (30 miles 
fiom here,) had a celebration, at which place they 
have a very flourishing Division, numbering about 
eighty. Those who went had a very pleasant 
time. Yours in L. P. and F .,
G. E . P.
Commencement at W atenille.
Tlie annual commencement at Waterville Col­
lege occurred on Thursday, 11th inst. The day, 
according to the Mail, was fine, and the number of 
visitors large. The graduating class consisted of 
nineteen yonqg men, whose exercises elicited high 
commendation. 'I he anniversary of thc Literary 
Society took place on Tuesday evening. An ora­
tion was delivered by Prof. Shepard, of Bangor, 
and a Poem by Rev. William B. Tappan, of Bos­
ton. Both performances are spoken of in the high­
est terms. An oration was delivered before the 
Erosophian Adelpbi, on Wednesday evening, hy 
Rev. Mr. Lunt, of Newburyport.
M ore legal  \  o t er s .— A correspondent of the 
Washingtonian Journal, writing from Now Glou­
cester, says in regard to the rnm petition from that 
town : —
“ I intended to have written to you in regard to
^ ei,f 10nf?. a o nim f° lks this town ; only ILrseteti of the o3, are citizens of this town ; one 
ot them is a minor,one a rumseller, two liavesepa- 
mted from their wives, and ave drunk when thev
rim/*) T iT  ; lh®.others arc far from heino wha\ 
they should be. The balance of the 33 if ,hev
are not known us tho cilffeni „f t i s
..., . . .  . . A lu)rse drowned the other dav inWhat then, on our own part is. necessary, to con- nebec. °  lay 1. —j ... the Iven-
stitule a proper and beneficial study ? W e an- ly to see thus^iT'd ^^  ^  U " ^  mcl:inc,1° '
stver ; an earnest and absorbing attention to what- j horschood * ° WnQuite melancholy.
in tho vigor o f his
Temperance in Bridgeport, Conn.
A friend writes us as follow’s, under date of ♦ 
B ridgeport, C onn ., Aug. 6, 1SJ7.
B r. W eston :
In this delightful little city, tlie lompcranco j 
cause is in a flourishing condition. Jefferson Di- * 
vision, No. 7, Sons of Temperance, located in this, 
place, numbers about 130 members. There isalso 
a len t of Rechabites which numbers about the '■ 
same. A new Order has recently been introduced 
here,called the “ Good Samaritans,”  which isalso. 
doing something fur the cause of temperance. Jef­
ferson Temple of Honor, No. 3, Sons of Tempe­
rance, is making some progress; but, like many 
others, has been somewhat retarded in its progress 1 
and kept in an unsettled state, awaiting the action’ 
of the National Temple,which met in June last,but 
has not yet furnished a copy of us doings to the 
Subordinate 1 cmplea. T h is, however, is daily ex-- 
peeled, when our brethren here expect a new im­
petus will be given to this branch of our bclovad 
Order in this place.
Our Order is in a flourishing condition in “ the 
land of steady habits.”  and if our Maine brethren 
do not look out, our Connecticut brethren will ap­
propriate the motto “  D in g o f  to themselves, and 
leave Maine to follow, rather than direct. J,.
Qjri"We ask the indulgence of our patron^ at 
Dennysville. Hereafter tho Fountain shall bo 
sent to them without fa il. W o  hope for an in­
crease of our list there.
See thc advertisement of the Gardiner Lyceum. 
Mr. C . II. w  h e e l e r , the Principal, commences a 
new term on Monday next. His qualifications as it 
teacher arc such as to entitle him to thc con­
fidence and patronage of all.
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O R I G I N A L  A N D  S E L E C T E D .
The General Association of ministers in Ver­
mont, at a late meeting, passed a resolution urging 
their churches to the most strenuous efforts to put 
away from themselves the use of intoxicating 
drinks.
S. of T. of Maine. There are now in this 
State 87 subordinate Divisions of our Order, and 
about 4,000 contributing members.
Bev erly  B ig C o d f i s h . A Codfish was speared 
last week at Beverly Bridge, that weighed 40 lbs. 
after it was dressed. He had probably been an 
office holder among the small fry.
The first Lord Lyttleton was very absent in 
company, and when he fell into a river, by the up­
setting of a boat, at Hagley, it was said that he 
had “sunk twice before he recollected he could 
swim.”
A lbum  P o etry . An e x ch a n g e  p resen ts the  
fo llow in g  specim en o f  Album poetry :
\ \  lieu the eyes of beholders 
Meet this, let their shoulders 
Shrug.
For what’s writ in an album,
I hold to lie all lium-
Bug.
C h e a p  P ost age . The increase of the postage 
in the Worcester post-office for the last six months, 
over the corresponding six months of last year, 
is 8301,25.
S hef.p . As near as can be estimated there are 
not far from twenty millions of sheep in the United 
States. They produce nearly thirty-six millions 
of pounds of wool, and that is only about one 
pound and a sixth each.
The Alexandria Gazette says that a letter from 
lion. II. L. Ellsworth of Indiana, formerly Com­
missioner of the Patent Office, states that lie has 
J000 acres of corn, from which he expects to make 
55 bushels to the acre. Only imagine 55,000 
bushels of corn on one farm !
Tlie farmers complain lustily that the grass is so 
heavy they find great difficulty in drying it in the 
fields. Poor fellows ! they are entitled to all our 
sympathy.
The Rev. Stephen Thurston, of Searsport, lias 
been attacking Odd Fellowship. His principal 
argument appears to be that “it makes a great gulf 
between a man and his wife! Many a lovely and 
faithful wife hath pined because her husband would 
not disclose his secrets ! !”
Captain Jonathan Winship, extensively known 
throughout New England as one of the pioneers 
in the science of Horticulture, died at his residence 
in Brighton, on the 8th inst. His disease was 
dropsy on the chest.
Napoleon describes his mother as a woman 
above losses, privations, fatigues—as enduring all, 
bearing all—the head of a man placed on the body 
of a woman.
Philanthropy is stretching itself over the world, 
and encircling in its wide arms all the victims of 
oppression and abuse. The Boston Post announces 
the formation of a “Society for the prevention of 
cruelty to Piano Fortes.”
What a beautiful lesson is taught in these words 
of Sterne: “So quickly sometimes has the wheel 
turned round, that many a man has lived to enjoy 
the benefit of that charity which his ow n piety 
projected and consummated.”
A m eric an  I n s t i t u t e . The American Insti­
tute at New York will hold a fair at Castle Garden, 
Oct. 2d. Fletcher Webster will deliver the Anni­
versary discourse.
B ishoi’ in  M a in e . The recent State Conven­
tion of the Episcopal Church, in Maine, voted to 
hold a special Convention in October for the elec­
tion of a Bishop of the Diocese.
The American Messenger, a monthly paper pub­
lished by the American Tract Society in New 
York, has a circulation of 98,000 copies.
A woman in Edinburgh lately pawned her child 
for whiskey.
A G r e a t  spo u ter . Hunneman & Co. of Bos­
ton offer to construct a fire engine for the Bangor- 
eans that will throw one thousand gallons in a 
minute.
Content and health constitute a prouder inheri­
tance than ever belonged lo kings.
There are 437 Congregational churches in Mas­
sachusetts, 355 pastors and 62,186 members.
A n old B ridegroom. The old Duke of Wel­
lington has probably made his last conquest. lie 
is about to be married to the rich Miss CouttsT
NYliat is it ! but a map of busy life, its fluctuations, and its
vast concerns.
FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 20, 1847.
Terrible Collision at Sea,
One hundred and seventy two Lives Lost !
Ship Shenunga, Capt. Patten, arrived at Bos­
ton Monday evening, from Liverpool 19th ult., re­
ports that on the morning of the 9th inst., about 
one o'clock,in lat. 44 25, long. 58 30, weather fog­
gy, she came in contact with the Swedish bark 
Iduna, from Hamburg for New York, with such 
force that the latter vessel sunk in about 30 min­
utes.
The Iduna had on board two hundred and six, 
passengers, out of which number one hundred and 
seventy-two ivere drowned! Among the lost was 
Capt. Moberg, commander of the ill-fated vessel.! 
The Shcnunega’s boats, with one boat belonging 
to the bark, picked up thirty-four of the passen-; 
gers, who were brought to this port.—Mail.
The Steamer Penobscot, Capt Sanford, was out 
in the storm of ’Thursday night last, and snstained | 
some considerable damage. Her main deck, for-j 
ward, was swept by a heavy sea, and li»e stock to j 
the number of 95 sheep and 10 calves were lost! 
overboard. We take the following account from 
the Boston Signal of Saturday last: —
D isaster. The Steamer Penobscot, Capt. 
Sandford, arrived from Bangor via Gloucester yes­
terday afternoon. She was out all night Thursday 
in the storm, and had a rough time ; parted both 
rudder chains, stove bulworks, and did other dam­
age. When about six miles cast of#Thacher’s 
Island light, they fell in with the wrecked schr 
Harriet Eliza, of and from Bangor, for Boston, 
loaded with lumber, in a precarious condition.— 
Capt. Sandford immediately fayed by and sent his
bea t on beard w ith  th ree  u f hit; nret?, I t  ivos 30-
dark and blowing SO hard that he was obliged to 
leave her and his boat’s crew, and make a harbor 
at Gloucester. The Penobscot started again Fri­
day morning, and found the wreck and the boat’s 
crew in tow of a schooner for this port.
This attempt, on the part of Capt. Sandford and 
his officers and crew, to save the lives of their fel­
low men at the peril of their own, is truly humane 
and commendable, and is the theme of just appro­
bation, by ail. The Penobscot is again upon thc 
route, performing her trips. She- received no dam­
age, excepting the loss of bulworks, and ‘behaved 
well’ during the storm, which is another proof of 
her excellent qualities as a sea boat.
We further learn from a late Boston paper, that 
the men who volunteered and did man the boat 
from the Penobscot, were J ohn Phipps, Charles 
A nderson, and Wm. Powers—the first declared 
lie would scull the boat to the wreck if no others 
would go. The last has already received a medal 
for saving a life from drowning. Belfast Sigiutl.
Santa Anna being asked if he had any personal 
dealings with Taylor and Scott 
have kept up a running account
A sick man being urged to send for a doctor re­
plied that he wished to die a natural death.
Il turns out that Mr. Clay was not immersed in a 
pond on his estate, but was sprinkled in his parlor-
A nother S lave Case . Tlie Philadelphia Bul­
letin slates that, another slave case is exciting at­
tention in Camden. It is that of a colored man 
named Joseph Dudley, who was employed by a 
Mr. Minzer. Dudley had saved money enough to 
purchase the freedom of his wife, who is a slave 
at the South. To obtain her liberation he placed 
the money in the hands of another colored man. to 
go South, ascertain the whereabouts of the woman 
and purchase her freedom. The friend proved a 
false one, led a slaveholder there a few days ago, 
and Dudley has disappeared. It is reported that 
lie was kidnapped and carried off to! the South.—
a } )  | B ro. W e st o n ,— I noticed an article in the Fottn- SL O  §  X  ! *
AM • tain of June 25th, signed a “Son of .Temperance? j * GOLD W ATCH , with gold chain and seal attached. 1
------------------ --------------------- ---------------  in which the writer advises liis friends to sign the A S  The seal has a topaz stone, marked G. H. R. Wlio-
teetotal pledge before visitino  Maine. After pon- 1 ever will return said establishment to tile office of the Cold 
dering some time upon the before mentioned arti- j ^  atc[  Fountain at Gardiner, or to the subscriber at Fitts-. 
1 . .  I ton, shall be suitably rewarded.
Farther from Mexico.
, R ichmond, Aug. 15, 1847.
The Picayune of the 8th instant, contains far- ' 
thcr details, but no later arrival of news from Vera 
Cruz and Puebla.
The Picayune advices from L era Cruz differ 
from those from Puebla, and are decidedly more 
favorable. The impressions prevailing at L era 
Cruz, the Picayune’s correspondents say, are de-; 
rived very much from the English, who are aware 
of the efforts making by their minister to bring | 
about negotiations for peace, and prevent the cap-! 
ital from falling into our hands. A letter in the j 
Picayune from the Capital, dated 29th July, says ; 
that Santa Anna is sole Dictator—that Congress 
can do nothing, because there is never a quorum j 
| present—that the Government is seeking a closer) 
union with this view, has given orders for the li-1 
quidatton of the claims of their subjects.
About 850 men were at Vera Cruz, when the j 
Fashion left, expecting to leave in a few days for [ 
the army under Gen. Wilson. The deaths at 
Vera Cruz, of vomito, from the 15ih to the 31st ‘ 
of July, were, soldiers 13; Quartermaster’s de-1 
partment, 14 ; Mexicans, G ; others, 2 ; ’Petal, 35.
LATER FROM TAMPICO.
Dates from Tampico to the 30th have been re­
ceived at New Orleans.
Gen. Garey is reported to be within 10 miles of : 
Tampico with three thousand troops,who have with : 
them 14 American prisoners.
Some of the Louisiana volunteers have been 
detecled selling cartridges to the Mexicans.
A letter in the Picayune from the capital of 
Mexico, dated the 29th, states lhat the’prospects of: 
peace are about as far off as ever.
Pittston, Aug. 17, 1847.
GEO. II. RO BINSO N.
3\v4
“■LO V E, P U R I T Y  A N D  F I D E L I T Y .”
[Original.]
The Rumseller’s Last Hour.
By S. B. W eston.
I would that in this solemn hour,
My memory might treacherous prove,
And fail with her terrific power 
To fresher scenes I used to love;
’Tis but a sting too keen tin- me,
I cannot bear its torturing smart,
Without it, death would welcome be—
I would not fear bis fatal dart.
’Tis memory that bids me look 
Upon tlie life of guilt I ’ve led,
’Tis memory reveals to me 
What sin has gathered round my head,
She paints in colors dark and deep 
The hearts that I have wretched made,
I see the father, mother weep
O’er hopes which I’ve iu ruin laid.
I see the young, the blooming, fair,
Within mv portals waiting stand,
And with a joyous heart and air,
Receive the poison from my hand;
I see them follow out the path
In which from me they learned to walk,
I see them share the felon’s part,
And know it is m y  hellish work.
I see the man with vigor strong,
Partake the draught which I prepared, 
Deeply lie drank, and drank he long,
My hand was for his min bared;
1 changed him even to a fieud,
And gloried in the conquest won,
1 thought to make the father, friend,
Into a demon— it was done.
And lovely woman I have spurned 
Away with scorn, when she has come 
To plead in agony and tears
For a poor wayward husband—son.
Upon her prayers contempt I poured,
And mocked them as of weakness vain,
Yet more and more resolved to hoard 
The unholy and the blood-stained gain.
But a ll! I cannot bear to think 
How dark this life of mine lias been,
Oil ! that I once again could drink
Of life—how I would shun my sin. n
Never upon my brother’s fall
\ \  ould I my fortune strive to build,
I ’d spurn the wealth the honors, all 
That may with blood and tears be filled.
And now I go—ye injured ones
I soon must meet, would I might not— 
Would that your history and my deeds 
Could all forever be forgot.
Vain is the wish—ye tempted ones 
Shall meet him who hath tempted you,
And him with your dark crimes ye’ll charge, 
Thus adding to his cup of woe.
Gardiner, August 20, 1847.
cle, I came to the conclusion that said advice was j 
not ill-timed, especially if they followed his steps 
and stopped at the China House, of which he speaks 
so highly. And, by the way, had a certain man 
who visited that elegant Hotel signed the pledge 
before he went there, and then kept it, he would 
not have been seen about nine o’clock that night,
: hanging upon the railing of the bridge, (for all the 
! world just as you would hang up your pants on the 
back of a chair in your bed-room about that time 
o’night,) with the "keeper of that house nnd his 
j brother keeping watch by his side. Poor fellow !
* he had fallen into bad company. But, to return to 
my subject; when I first] read the article alluded 
to above, I thought the writer must be a wolf in ! f t jr A V I N C  taken the Store formerly occupied by Ray 
sheep’s clothing, or in oilier words, a rummy who j Thompson & Co., nearly opposite B . Esmond, offers
wished to see the China House puffed in tlie Foun- to the inhabitants of Gardiner a variety of Merclirui I.se, 
! tain, hoping that thereby7 temperance people might | comprising a good assortment ot 
; be induced to patronize it; but charity forbids my G roceries, P rovisions fe Dry Goodfj 
harbouring such an opinion of a stranger, but to 
I use a Yankee expression, I guess that if he is as 
I he signs himself a Son of Temperance, he is rath-
Music for the iVZiilSien.
(Q  M. ATWOOD has received from New York and J f  9  Boston publishers, a large and splendid assortment 
of NEW  and FASHIONABLE MUSIC, which h ?  offer-- 
on reasonable terms. Comprised in tins assortment aie 
elegant Quicksteps, Marches, AVaitzes, Songs, k c . ,  k c .—  
Call and examine.
Gardiner, August 20, 1847. 4
Cheap! Cheap I ! Cheap!! I 
T. W. TOWNSEND.
er a green one. In conclusion, I would endorse 
j the advice of your worthy correspondent—“Sign 
the teetotal pledge,” with this addition, keep away 
j from the China House as much as possible, but if 
they should be attracted there for the sake of see- 
I ing the down east beauties, I would ask whether 
! it might not he a good plan lo try and get the 
names of some of the young men on their teetotal 
| PLEDGE. Perhaps some of f a i r  beauties' of the 
; place may lend them a helping htind.
Yours, &c., N e n c i e c n , J r.
4 Aug. 18.
Strayed or Stolen!
17^ ROM the enclosure of S imeon K imball, in Gardin- . cr, on or about tbe llt li inst., a small sized Dark 
Brown Mare with alieavy switch tail,about 8 or 9 years old. 
Whoever will return said mare to tlie subscriber, in \ \  ales, 
or give information where she may be found, shall be lilier- 
aliv rewarded for all trouule. JOEL SMALL.
Gardiner, August 19, 1847. 4
Hard Ware and Crockery.
HENRY F. DAY & Co.,
N os. 1 & 2 , D a y ’s E r ic k  B lo c k ,  o v e r  th e  B r id g e ,  
N E A R  T H E  G fR B I N E R  F L O U R  M I L L S ,  
FFER for sale a large and extensive assortment of 
f y l  H ARD W ARE and CROCKERY.
H a r d  W a re .—Their stock of Hard Vv are consists m 
r-fttof the following, viz: IRON and S I  EEL; Cut and 
Wrought Nails; Sheet Lead; Lead Pipe; Zinc; Copper 
and Iron Pumps; Axletrees; Carriage and Seat Springs; 
Anvils and Vises. o „
S a w s .— Cross-Cut, Circular, Mill and Pit Saws, ice., 
k c . ,  k c .
C a r p e n te r s ’ T o o ls .—A good assortment cf Foreign
and Domestic Manufacture.
S a d le r y  G o o d s—a great variety- 
A g r ie  a ltu r a  1 T o o ls .—Plows, Scythes, Sir.- ths, Rakes, 
Ilav and Manure Forks, Shovels, Spades, Hoes,Crow Bars, 
&c., fee.
, A  L A R G E  A S S O R T M E N T  O F  C U T L E R Y , . 
Tea and Door B ells; Trunk and Chest Locks; Butts and 
Screws; Hinges, Door Dannies and Bolts; Glass aud Ma-; 
heganv Knobs; Mill Files and Rasps, a large assortment,— 
Tacks and Ria ls, Shoe Nails, Coffee Mills, Flat Irons, 
Selves, Candlesticks, Wire, Ox, Trace and Well Chains.
Binshes, Manilla 
k c .
Crockery,& Paper Hangings, which lie will sell at prices so Also, Paint, White Wash and Varnish rus * 
extremely low that cannot fail to give entire satisfaction to and Hemp Cordage, Bed Cords, \ \  indow Lilies, 
those who may wish to purchas 
Please call and examine.
PA P S3 II SI A A G 3 A G £.
rant
The “ F ountain,” a long tried and faithful Tem per-I 
ance Journal, published in Gardiner, Me., appeared last 
week in a new and enlarged form, which augurs well for the j 
cause of temperance in that State. Brother Jewell, the j 
publisher, is an enterprising fellow, and Brother Weston, i JN E JV  S T Y L E  O F  H I N D  O H  C L  I I I ' .  H N S ,
C ' i  M. ATWOOD has just opened a large anSTe assortment of PAPER HANGINGS, of tlie la­
test and most approved style, received lrom the inanuLic- 
turcs and auctions, which will be soil on the most favorable 
terms. This assortment is the best in the place.
the editor, is a talented and judicious writer; and between 
j the twain the rumsellers of Maine must soon be drenched to 
j the skin, from the aqueous torrents of cold w ater logic w hich 
the “ Fountain”  will continue to pour upon their devoted 
heads. The subscription price of the “ Fountain” is 81,50  
per annum.— N . E . Washingtonian.
| The Cold W atf.r F ountain,-published in Gardiner, 
| has recently been enlarged and otherwise improved. Thc 
I Fountain is an excellent temperance paper, and is deserving 
j the patronage of every friend of total abstinence in the State, 
j It is edited by Bro. S . B. Weston, and published by Hiram 
I W . Jewell. Terms, SI >50 in advance. Cheap enough. 
1 — Hancock Democrat.
The Cold W ater F ountain, an excellent temper 
j auee paper, published at Gardiner, Me., has been enlarged 
1 and otherwise improved. We hope that the friends of tem- 
! perance in that State w ill reward the publisher for his labors 
i and sacrifices by a liberal support.— Temperance Standard.
\ The Cold W ater Fountain, of Gardiner, Me., lias 
i been enlarged. It now presents a large, neat, and bold 
| Front to the Rumocracy. It was bold before the enlarge- 
j ment, but now it is bolder m A bigger, like the Dutchman’s 
j dog.— Doylcstoun {Penn.) Olive Branch.







T H E  M A R K E T S .
iNEW YORK MARKET—Aug. 13.
* Pearl A shes have gone to 8 ^; Flour—the receipts are 
'light, and thc demand from the East good; Genessee at 
ij $5,87 1-2; Oswego 5,75; Ohio5,62a5,75; C-orn lias im­
proved; sales of Yellow at 76a78c; mixed 71a74e. Pro- 
1 visions—the market is very quiet; sales of Prime Pork at 
12,25al2,50, and Mess at 15,25al5,50; Prime Beef at .c 9, 
and Mess at'l2 ,75al3.-50; Lard, uniform, at 8 3-4a9 1-2,
I and Prime at 9 3- lalO; kegs at 10 l-2 a ll 1-2. No altera- 
iu■Butter or Cheese.
BOSTON MARKET—Aug. 13.
Flour— Demand moderate; Genesee, common brands,
! $6,25a6,31 1-4; Ohio flat hoop and Michigan 6,25; Oiiio 
j found hoop 5,75, cash.
BRIGHTON MARKET—Aug 9, 1847.
At market, 600 Beef Cattle, (including 200 head of store 
! cattle,) 10 yokes Working Oxen, 40 Cows and Calves, 
2000 Sheep and Lambs, and about 275 Swine, 
j Beef Cattle"—Extra, $7,25; first quality $6,75; second 
! and third qualities, from 4,75 to $ 6 .
as*dliter Izyceiiiu.
FEW IE Fall Term will commence on MONDAY,
a of August, under the continued charge ol 
W h e e l e r , A. M., Principal, and Miss S. E. 
wick, Preceptress.
Through the liberality of its friends, this Institution offers 
superior facilities for the acquisition of a sound English and 
classical education. To secure the full benefit ot these, the 
government of the school proposes the m-»st perfect order, 
and is administered oil the mildest principles consistent w ith 
this end. On Saturday of each week, there will be a re­
view of the studies of die week, when tiie parents and oth­
ers interested may witness the method of instruction and the 
advancement of the pupils.
Persons at a distance will lx: assisted in procuring beard 
by applying to the Principal.
Tuition from $ 4  to $5 , per term.
Gardiner, August 20, 1847. 4
Under a dispensation from the Grand T. Ofll j 
cers were elected and installed in Eleusinian T. ol 
IL, No.2, on Thursday evening, 12tii inst.
Albert JJqltori, IV, C. T.
Jnlln A . Jerom e, \ \  . \  . ’i  .
Geo. W.-Snow, W. R- 
John Carlisle, Jr., \V. A. R.
A ugustu s P ike, W . F . R .
Hebron Luce, W. T.
Janies N . L ockhart, W . U.
J. S. Johnston, W. D. U.
—— Clements, W.'G.
A, M. Wingate, W. S.
F. Temple Wheeler, W. P, C
WAtchUeld L ib e r a l  I n s t i tu te .
FIJI HE FALL TERM of this Institution will commence 
JL on the F I R S T  M O N D A Y  of September next.
Tiie liberal patronage which this Institution has received 
for the last two years, indicating, as it docs, that the public 
approve its character and objects, has led its friends to se- 
sure an Act of Incorporation, during the present session of 
the Legislature, with a view to make the School permanent 
through the year. The friends ot the Institute will spare 
no pains to make it all that the wants ot the public demand. 
A thorough course of instruction will be given in the Lan­
guages, Natural Sciences, and Ornamental Branches, to­
gether with other branches taught in similar schools.
Efforts will be made, botli by Lectures and in tlie course 
of instruction, to make thc School supply the place ol a 
Teacher’s Institute to those intending to instruct in common 
schools.
Lectures on the Sciences will be illustrated from a valua­
ble selection of apparatus.
Members of tlie School will have access, free o f charge, 
to a well selected Library connected with the Institution.
| The Male Department will be under the charge of M r. 
C R O S B Y  H .  W H E E L E R ,  who will be assisted in 
the Department of French by Air. P. A . R AMEL, a 1- reucli 
I gentleman connected w ith the school for the purpose of ob- 
| taming a more perfect knowledge of tlie English Language.
I The Female Department will be directed by M iss  C a r -  
Working Oxen—sales made at $71,82 and $90. | o l i l ie  I i .  IV h ee le r , who will give special attention to
Cows and Calves—Dull. Sales noticed at $18, 22, 24, j classes in the Ornamental branches.!
26, 31, and 42,50.
Sheep and Lambs—Sales Old Sheep at 1,89,2,50 to 3,00; 
Lambs at 1,50, 1,92, 2,13 and 2,75.
Swine—At w holesale, 5 1-2 for Sows,® 1-2 for Barrows. 
At retail from 6 to 8 and 7 1-2; old Hoys 6e.
T.
The following officers were elected for the pres - 
ent term, in Willewa Temple of Honor, No. 3) 
Gardiner;—
E. A. Chadwick, \V. C. T.
N. K. Chadwick, VV. Y. T.
S. S. Colburn, W. R.
John Frost, VV. A. R.
P. S. Robinson, VV. F. R.
A. S. Chadwick, VV. T.
VV. H. Lord, VV. U.
N. Godding Jr., VV. D. U.
N. VVithee, VV. G.
A. Thompson, VV. S.
H. VV. Jewell, VV. P. C. T.
Has the Great Author of Nature provided us w ith .no 
, remedy for Consumption—and the diseasesd'-ading (her in ­
to w hicli are fenrfulh common to our country 1 Has TTe 
left us to find relief from the fatal scourge by ransacking 
j. other lands 1 No, it is not so. The best—Nature’s own 
vj remedy is ready at our band. The Wild Cherry and Pine 
! furnish us with a cure, w here a cure is possible. Dr. Wis- 
j tar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry, formed bv chemical extracts 
; from Wild Cherry bark and tar, relieves all cases of con- 
I sumption, and effectually cures it where it has not progress- 
i ed so far as to lie beyond cure—sub-dues the most inveterate 
.  i eases of the Asthma, even 20 or 40 years standing—stops 
raising of blood, after all other remedies fail—and removes 
every kind of affections of the Lungs and Liver which our 
climate induces. The remarkable efficacy of this wonderful
T U IT IO N , P E R  T E R M . 
j j  Common English, - - - $3,00
■ J lig li English and Languages, - - 3,50
Painting, Drawing, & Ornamental Needle VV ork 1,-50 each. 
ftfUBoard can be obtained in good families for $1,00 and
$l,'2o ]7r\ w rri\ . ^
instruct ioa will be given, free o f ch irge, to a nqirfccr ol 
indigent young men, not exceeding 8 at one time, fitting for 
'the m inistry.'^’
Books furnished at the Institute at from 7 to 12 per cent, 
less than Portland prices.
Any further information given by inquiry of the Principal, 
or Committee, directed to Litchfield. (W hit.
D ’ S S ’ l  Executive
Vv. ROBINSON, S Comm“icc‘ 
Litchfield Corner, Aug. 6 ,1847. 3w2
GJareliReu Sank Police.
r f W lE  Stockholders of the Gardiner Bank are hereby 
i IL notified to meet at their Banking House, in Gardiner, 
on MONDAY, the 30th day of August, instant, at 3 o’clock
Il ui
[Hi© L L © W
H INDOJF GLASS , OF A L L  SIZES. 
CHINA, GLASS, & CROCKERY W A R E.
A 'urge assortment of China, Glass, and Crockery VV are, 
of die latest styles; White Stone, Blue and Brown Dining, 
Tea and Toilet Setts; French & English China Tea Setts.
L a m p s .—Solar, Astral, and Bracket Lamps. Glass 
Candlesticks; Preserve and Fruit Dishes, Pitchers, Sugars, 
Creams and Plates, Lamp Shades, &c.
G ir a n d o le s , with one, two, and tlu-ee lights, ol various 
styles. Just received, a large and splendid assortment of 
V A S E S .
C o m m o n  W a r e .—Common Tea Setts; Wash Bowls 
and Pitchers; Plates, Mugs,k c .  Y kj.low S tone VV a r e , 
a large variety.
Also, W illo w  and W o o d e n  W a v e .—Cradles, Bas­
kets, Chairs, Tubs, Pails, Measures, Brooms, Matts, 1'ioor 
and Dust Brushes, k c . ,  k c .
&  Q g & & t >
5 0 0  Gallons Linseed Oil; 2 0 0 0  Lbs. Extra and Pure 
Ground Lead, which will be sold al die lowest prices.
Gardiner, Aug. 6, 1847. 2tf
T h e  N e w  Y o r k
s c ie n t if ic  Am e r ic a n .
T H I R D  Y E A R .
T IN IHS popular Scientific and Mechanical Journal, (which 
-9- has already attained thc largest circulation of any 
weekly paper of tlie kind in tlie world,) will commence its 
T hird Volume on Saturday, Sept. 25th.
Each number of The Scientific American contains from 
FIVE to SEVEN ORIGINAL MECHANICAL E N ­
GRAVINGS; a catalogue of AMERICAN PATENTS,- 
as issued from the Patent Office each w eek; notices of the 
progress of all new Mechanical and Scientific inventions; 
instructions in various Arts and Trades, with Engravings; 
curious Philosophical and Chemical experiments; the latest 
Railroad intelligence in Europe aud America; all the differ­
ent Mec hanical Movements published in a series and illus­
trated \\ itli more than a Hundred Engravings, &c. k c .
It is in fact a paper that MERITS the patronage of all 
MECHANICS and MANUFACTURERS throughout the 
United States, and should be in the hands of every one that 
feels an interest in the advancement of Mechanical or Sci­
entific improvements in this Country.
It is published in QUARTO FORM, conveniently adapt­
ed to BINDING, and furnished to Country Subscribers at 
the L O W  P R IC E  O F T W O  D O L L A R S  A  Y E A R ;  
O N E  D O L L A R  I N  A D V A N C E ,  and die remainder in 
Six  Months. Address/ [4w2]
MI/NN fe CO., Publishers,
PO ST PAID. 128 Fuhon-Strestt, New York.
: J '"■c . .
H -W ING taken the store formerly occupied bv Ray J llo iir su y  fe Co., offers to the inhabitants of Gar­
diner and vicinity, and will keep constantly oil hand a large
assortment of
D r y  G ood s
Which lie w ill sail 
in this town. {jtf-PIca 
TV
Groceries, and Provisions,




medicine, in many diseases hitherto deemed incurable, has i.. ,. - - , ... . , .
excited among our physicians great curiosity as to the pie- 1 • t0 f e what measures they will adopt u, relation to
c-isc nature of its iu-'rodients. Let purchasers beware of I?,nov,nS | on' !heu' Pr?8ent. Bank,"S «««*. 'hsposmg otI the same, by sale or otherwise, and procuremg another.—imitation and counterfeits.
None genuine unless signed T. BU TTS on the 
For sale in Gardiner by G. M. ATWOOD.
wrapper
3w4 JOSEPH A DAMS, Cashier. 
Gardiner, Aug. 10th, 1847.
itlrtvv iagcs.
: I tell thee there is no power 
To part us—but in death.”
Aug. 13.
Fork ami Elams.
BBLS. Clear and Extra Clear Pork; 1 cask 
Hams—just received and for sale hv
JOHN D EN N IS.
t replied ‘Yes I charge lias been made against William Hugo, Mrs! E! H. B^ett, of P 
’ . , ’ | tne pound Keeper, ol having been concerned in the Mrs. E. G. Parsons,of £
with them. j kidnapping, ’ihe Grand Jury of Camden is in- j Miss E. A. Thayer, of
In Bath. Mr. John M. Wood to Miss Sarah G. Winslow-. 
In Shellbyville, Ky., Mr. L. T. Threldkeld to Miss Mary 
S. Butler, of Hallowell.
At Kingston, N. H ., Col. W illiam Webster, aged 67, to 
Miss Martha Winslow, aged 19. By the above union the 
bridegroom has married his sister’s grand daughter, which 
M rs. A. G. Norton, l . G. o. of the Grand Union ( makes the bride a wife to her great uncle, sister to her
grand-father and grand-mother, aunt to her father and moth­
er, and great-aunt to her brothers and sisters. She is step­
mother to five children, fourteen grand-children, and one 
great grand-child.
Daughters of Temperance.
A Grand Union of the Daughters of Temper-1 
ance was instituted on the 10th inst. at Bangor, by
' vestigatiug the affair.
of the State of New York. The officers elected 
and installed were,
Mrs. F . T . VV heeler, of Coronilla l  riion No. 9, G. P. S.
Penobscot Salus “ 5, G . S  A.
Stillwater,
Central,
Mrs. Ci Foster, of Stillwater,
JHolasscs, Coffee, Siigar, A v.
I Q  HH DS. Molasses; 8 boxes If. B. Sugar; 18 bags C ? Coffee; 100 bags Salt; 35 packages Black T eas; 
14 boxes Tobacco,—tor sale by JOHN D ENN IS.
O U T  A N IC  M K DT C I N E S .
N E T  IRON FOUNDRY,
A N D M A C H I N E  S H O P .
1 - : — Iran !-' ..... . .1
-Machine Shop, are prepared to furnish CASTINGS
at short notice, and on favorable terms.
They will manufacture Windlass Purchases, Quarter
Blocks, Shievcs, Hawser, Stern, Deck and Side Pipes, 
Bela;, ing Rails, Pins, Chocks, fee.
For M ills—S hafting Gears, Wing and Plate Gudg­
eons, Iron Buckets, Rims, Cranks, Boxes ; also, Saw A r­
bors, Boxes for Millstone eyes, Hubs for Carts and W ag­
ons, Boxes, Doe Plow Castings, Fire Frames, Fire Dogs, 
Cultivator Teeth, and most kinds of Castings wanted for 
A gricu ltu re, Ship-Building;, and  M achinery.
They have also purchased of the proprietor the right of 
the A D K I N S  Vv A T E  11 V* 1 J .IiU L , (known bv some 
as the L awton VVh k k l ,) for the County of Lincoln. It 
is a most valuable invention, where the saving cf water is 
an important consi:Icnttion. They are perfectly adapted to 
1 ide Mills, as they will run equally as well with anv given 
head under as out ot water. Tlicir advantages are vety 
great under low heads of w ater, as Saw-mills and other ma­
chinery may be driven very fast under four foot head and 
tali. 1 hey are so enclosed as not to freeze in winter, and 
in construction they are simple, cheap and durable, being 
made of east iron, 'and they arc geared with less than half 
tlie expense of the common Tub Wheel, besides other ad­
vantages too numerous to mention here.
Persons who wish to improve tlicir Mills, are invited to 
call and examine one in operation at this Foundry.
There are, also, four Saws driven by one at the Dama- 
riseotta Mill, near this Foundry-.
Undoubted references will be given as to its merits.
LO'i’HROP & HIGGINS.
Damariscotta Mills, July 27, 1847. lt f
t'oimel’s itlagieal Pain Extractor.
y j ». ,1 1  O  Ml T  O  N  I Nall the following complaints the Magical Salve acts like
~ , * *, , . . ... , c a charm, and is warranted to please in every- case v„
JOL.UO take this opportunity to inform the ir.ends of need purthase thc Salve ,IDon uncertainties.'as V e guarnn 
Medical Rcior.il, and the public generally m Card.- j tw  ;t‘t0 tc more cffcctua!]v than any 'ther p r e p S o n  
nor and the surrounding country, that he has again perma- bpfol.c lhJ  Ui or prescription prepared by anv med" 
located Imnselt in said town, and opened a Store ol j - 1 1 * ‘ •> J - nlcQi-nentlv
G .S . S. 
3, G .S . T ! Deaf!)?.
b o t a n ic  J lS t o td iu s ,
cal man in America.
Destructive Fire.
A destructive fire occurred in this city on Sat-1 Mr 
urday forenoon last. It broke out about twelve
. . .  . , .. . .. ... o’clock, in a shed (in which a woman was cooking) The
We are sorry to learn th a t‘two. new rum mills in the rear of a house on Cotton street, 
are being built’ at Trenton, New Jersey.
The fire spread so rapidly that a great deal of
Mrs. J. W . Pollard,of Social, 
Vsa Davis 2d, of Central,
G: S . Chaplain. ; 
4,
G. S . Conductor. 
3,
G. S . Sentinel.
• Why o’er the virtuous dead should mourners weep 
The virtuous never truly die—they sleep.”
In this town, 13th inst., at the residence of J. G. Day,
formation of a Grand Union in our own E'\r|’’ Sarah Day, aged 81 years.
- - . # a Cowell, (Mass.) papers please copy.
, m - n  . . .  „  aniJ near State will greatly facilitate the organization of In Pittston, 5th inst., Susan, wife * of B. S. Jones, aged
tne J wine l1 actory ot Henrv Fove, on Free street. I c . , . Tt • • . cr . . , , 38 years. 10 month--1 Thp firp onrput an mnEtu, , u‘, . , , f  Subordinate Unions in different towns, as ladies . . .  ...The Bangor Citv Government have passed reso- 1 he Are spread so rapidly that a great deal o f; . . _  , , . , j In Eastport, 3d mst., very suddenly, Mr. Abel Stevens,
. ° 3 " ' valuable furniture was destroyed—some of the 1 in many .places have no doubt been deterred from aged 67 years—supposed disease of the heart. He was
Jutions complimentary to Mons. N atternare, and lie sufferers saving scarcely anything. 9  ! organizing by the difficulty of corresponding with S|h'»? at the tea-table with his family whenhe expired,
was to addiess the citzcns of that place on Tnes- Tho amoi.nl ot property destroyed »  about the Grand Union iu .W Y o rk , the delay and ”
£ s u m  Tkofoe l ? d S L T * '  f 01 ! I* "*  °f wkidl will now be obviated. For tho in- J> «*■, J" »«*• << «■*"■ i«*.T lio  Urrmet - i • i j  n • tnat sum. lliefireraged with great fierceness ' . . . ! he joined the American Army. In October, 1777, he en-
l tie largest iron pipes laid down for conveying for some time, and threatened to extend over a formation of all concerned we give a form ot ap- listed as surgeon on board tlm Ranger, a sloop of war of 18 
supplies of water into Boston, are thirty-six inches wide area—hut the zeal and skill of the firemen ' plication for a charter: under command of John Paul Jones, and continued
in diameter. [ heid il the smallest possible bounds. Ar- j The undersigned inhabitants o f----- , believing
Hunger is the mother of impatience and anger; ; -----------------------------J the Order of the Daughters of Temperance to be H E A L T H  I N S U R A N C E
j w ith a very large assortment, more so than any otln 
1 lishinent on Kennebec River, of both simples a 
j pounds, where lie can supply both Physicians and country 
i traders; also individuals who wish to purchase for their 
! own use, all of which he will sell as low, or lower, than can 
I be bought at any- other establishment on the river, or in the 
: State.
| N . B.— D r . Morton intends to keep constantly on 
hand all kinds ot B O T A N IC  M E D IC IN E S  that are 
! kept in auy Druggist Store, except those of a poisonous na- 
| ture, narcotics, k c . ,  for he goes on the “no poison” pnnei- 
1 pie. It' you yvish to buy poisons to KILL, go to some 
other place; but if to cure your maladies, aches and pains,
COME TO THIS PLACE,
j (SC?"First B oor E a st o f  Clay?s B rick  Block,=£s2 
Near the Grist M ill....W ater St .
Gardiner, August 13, 1S47. 3tt
connected yvith the Navy until 1781.
and the quarter of an hour before dinner is the TIlC R ailroad*  calculated lo extend the blessings of Total Absti- r i lH E  subscriber gives notice, that he has received the
worst hour in the da}’, in which to ask a favor. The work of grading on the sections of the road nence and promote the general welfare of mankind ! ■*- appointment of Agent of the Massachusetts Health In-
« t ■ , c . ., noyv under contract betyveen North Yarmouth and rennec'fullv netition the Grand Urnon to o--ar,t farance Company, and now offers to the public his services
An Irishman speaking of a jury’s verdict, said Bath and Bowdoinham, is progressinrr rapidlv, and Grand L non to g an4 mthat capaeHy. , , .
Mt was received by the crowd with suppressed large gangs of workmen we underhand them a charter to open a new U mon, to be called L rhl* ™mPany to insure the health of personsof workmen we understand are now’ 
branchcheers.’ | on each of the three sections. The Bath
Throp i • ti i ■ r  i I is already graded one half the distance.Three emigrants arrived in Baltimore a few days The ^  from Bowd
since from Germany, who deposited six thousand ready for contract next rveek, so that the grading lectivelv 
dollars in gold, yvith tbe Baltimore Bank, an hour will be commenced by the first of September. Jt i_
or ttvo after iheir arrival. is thought that the heavy work betyveen Gardiner
Union, No. — D. of T. of the State of i between thc ages of 20 and 65 inclusive, at the lowest rates consistent with its permanency, and for a term of from one
by |  
Enclosed is the chartersaid Grand Union 
•$5,00.
At least eleven signatures are requisite.
All letters must be post paid to ins ure attention 
and addressed to either Mrs. E. G. P arsons, G. S 
Scribe, Orono, or Mrs. F. T. Wheeler, G..P. S. 
structed like a churn, so that the more lie drank and will secure the contract for iron and its ; Bangor, Maine.
. „  r, . ... . ; and Augusta can progress during most of the tvin-1
rotron Factory nun a capital of §100,000, is ter; and the desire of the Directors to put the ■ 
about to be erected in the city of Washington. road in operation at the earliest practicable mo- 
c y i .i , -c . , , ment will induce them to push forward the grad-
Someoody thinks that if nature had designed . jng aS far as possible this season.
man to be a drunkard, he would have been con- One of the Directors is probably in England ere
Application for insurance can be made at all times to the 
j subscriber at his Office in Gardiner; where he will be happy 
j also to give any information concerning the intstiution, its 
1 principles, &c., he mav be possessed of, to those who mav 
! desire it. ' GEORGE IV. BACHELDER. ‘
the firmer he would stand. .shipment to this country at an early day. The fa­
vorable arrangement with the Boston roads for run- 
Jn the source of the last 25 years, England has ; ning their engines a nd cars, will preclude the pos- 
paid tor Cotton alone, at the United States, £268- j sibility of the delay which many roads have expe-
000,000 sterling or $1,300,000,000 | !!ienC,ed in no1 beir,£ ab,e ,0 procure their running° ’ ’ furniture so soon as desired.
Dr. Aaron Young, Jr., of Bangor, the originator j It is essential that in so important a matter as 
and petitioner for an appropriation for conducting a 1 the construction of a railroad through this village,
Lot.aiuc Survey of Maine, has been nominated bv 8lr^  l,nat !be ‘n| er.esls of the.1 /-« ■ community snail not suffer theretw- If tho rfntv
Lie viovernor to carry on the work.
There are now organized in the State of Maine 









Rev Orange Scott. (Wesleyan Methodist) died 
at Newark, (N. J.) on Sunday, 1st inst. He was 
well known in this State.
suffer thereby. It is the duty 
of this tow n, in a matter of such importance, that 
tiiey should express their tvislvcs sorv, and not per- 
mit tho evil of ci location to bo experienced with * 
no prospect of abatement at a future day —Hallowed 
Gazdtc.
Penobscot Salus.No. 5, 
Caliiopean, No. 6,
Floral, No. 7,























Gardiner, Augast 18,1847. 4tf ! J
Officers o f the Mass. Health Ins. Co.:
Thomas Tarbell , Pres’t, A. L,. S timson, Sec’y.
Direct'jrs: i I
Thomas Tarbell, Wm. A . Brown, Horace Williams,
Holmes Hinkley, C. W . Loring, Thos. W. Haouer, j'
J. II. Wilkins," E. R. Clarke, Dext’r Brigham Jr.
Uric! Cooper, Seth Adams, Wm. A. Pierpont,
Otis Tufts, E. P. IVhipple, Moses Kimball,
E. A. Hobart, James French, John H . Rogers, !
Luther Munn, Calvin Shepherd.
T f
E X T R A  GROUND ROOK S A L T ,
F R O M  T H E  C E L E B R A T E D  M IL L S  O F  W A L ­
D R O N  fy Co., P O R T L A N D .
HE subscriber, having taken the Agency, now offers 
for sale the above mentioned Salt at wholesale, as 
cheap as can be bought elsewhere, and yvarranted to lie as 
good as any to be found. Traders yvill please call and ex­
amine before purchasing elsewhere.
NATH ANIEL MOTLEY,
At J ames S tone’s Store.
Gardiner, Aut- 18, 1847. * 3w4
s T O tf E W  A R tl
FOR DAIRY PURPOSES.
171 EW  of our farmers are aware of all thc advantages of | ’ using Stone Ware in the management of the Dairy. 
It being made of peculiar kinds of clay, which by the action 
j of a powerful heat is converted into stone, should be suffi- j 
\ cient to recommend it to even- one who has the care ot milk, j 
' It is well known that the common brown earthen ware so j 
| much in use is glazed with lead, which will corrode when j 
| acted upon by an acid, and as cream is very; liable to become | 
i sour in warm weather, the oxygen that it imbibes trom tne j 
vhich makes it sour, must ia seme degree a c t!
form the oxvde of lead, j 
to the taste, but very un- j 
entirely free from a l!! 
substances of this kind, and in a high degree a non-condue- j 
tor, keeps the cream cool and in a pure and sweet state | 
much longer than the glazed pot or a wooden vessel. And ■ 
for the purpose of packing down Butter, the stone pot will j 
preserve every part of it syveet and pure, while ihe glazed j 
pot or yyooden firkin imparts to that portion of the mass 1 
which comes in contact w ith them, a disagreeable flavor.— i 
For the same reasons the stone churn, for those who have j 
but few cows, is far superior to the old fashioned article.— | 
No one can properly appreciate the difference between stone 
and earthen ware for these purposes until they have tried 
them.
The S to n e  W a re  F a c to r y  in Gardiner is 1: rate: near 
the extensive Hard and Crockery Ware Store of H . F . 
Day & Co.,and conducted Lv the subscriber,who will keep 
constantly on hand a good assortment of every- description 
of die above named. Ware, at wholesale and retail, on as fa-1 
vorable terms as at anv other establishment ot the__kind in 
this country. Orders from the country respectful! 
and W are safely packed to ship at short notice^
2 ‘ ROBERT THOMPSON
lory Rheumatism, Ague in the Face and Breast, Fever Sores 
Sore Eyes and inflamed Skin, Weak Sight, Rough Hands’ 
Biles and Warts, Pains in thc Back and Side, Cold in 
Wounds, Scalds, Chilblains, Chaps, Pimples, Sore Naples, 
Uhers, Cuts, Blister Dr c lings, Tic Doloreaux, Piles, Bar­
ber's It'h , Eruption, Sor™yc Lids, Felon, Sore Legs, Bruis­
es, Sore Throat, General Sores.
A S  A  F A M I L Y  M E D IC IN E ,
No man can measure its value; so long as tiie stars roll 
over the heavens; so long as man treads the earth, subject 
to all the infirmities of the flesh; so long as disease and sick­
ness is known;—just so long will this good ointment, if  used 
be esteemed.
Hundreds and hundreds o f Certificates can and have been 
produced from the most respectable people in the country 
stating the goodness of this Salve. See a pamphlet, yyliieh 
is lo be had gratis of every Agent of the Fain Extractor
Sold wholesale, by ROSS & POOR, (late Comstock fe 
Rcss) No. 19, Fremont Row, Boston. Also, sold by their 
Agents m Gardiner, G. M. Atwood, C. P. Branch, ‘A T  
Perkins. 6!T!i
K o lm sto ck s  V e r m i f u g e ,
Phis remc tor yy-.-rms is one ot tiie most extraordinary 
ever used. It cfioctually’ eradicates worms ot every sort, 
for children and adults.'
T H O U S A N D S  perish by worms without the reakeause 
being known. Some other reason is assigned for their sick­
ness, until too late to cure the real cause.
W hat immense responsibility then rests upon the parent who 
does net know, and the doctor who does not understand the 
complaint which is destroying those precious flowers c f  
life— Children.
W hat shall be done; The anxv-e 
vermifuge, which will be sure to d 
worms; and if  they 
with a certainty an:
It cannot harm tr 
There is no mercur
have, it will 
! rrecirion tr
cf most worm rc: 
than the disease, 
this. Every per 
the most perf-set - 
The immense :
Mouse fo r  Sate ,  o r  to ytiki.
FBNHE subscriber offers for sale his Haase situated on .JL the corner of Central and Elm Streets, occupied by j 
Mr. S . \V . B a t e s . I f not sold immediately it will be let, i 
and possession given soon. JOHN DENNIS, j
july 27. lt f
tmeates t 






a : T . P er
CSOLAR
Y 3  sale by
plain. Give this 
ood, il they have no 
v and eradicate them
snishing.
the strongest adult. E
:try or mineral m n. Mercury is the basis 
ncdies; anJ thc remedy is sometimes worse 
~ ° jc7er u~s. te n g e s ,  but rely upon 
-Oil will be convinced on one trial, that it is
-lire ever invented.
ale that this vermifuge has, is a sure test c f  
—L“ ‘-oa in which it is held by families, 
too expensive to publish a volume of cer- 
been given for this article, and the users
■10 spread the Eame to all persons whom
benefitted by it.
a!! families, and you will do your duty to 
ires, and feel assured of the approbation 
Rid will receive vour rew ard in heaven, 
good citizens to make known the effects of
: by ROSS & POOR, (late Comstock 
pmont Row, Boston; and retail bv their 
er, C. P . Branch, G. M. Atwood, and 
6m 1
LAMPS, of various styles, for 
Iff H. C. PORTER
a
T H E  C O L D  W A T E R  F O U N T A I N  A N D  G A R D I N E R
POET’S CORNER.
Conic thou, sweet Poetry ! thou nymph divine, 
And let us feel those thrilling charms of thine, 
Which raise die soul terrestrial cares above,
To holv warmth, benevolence and love ! ____
“ LET TH ERE BE L I G H T . ”
Ged said, Let there be ligh t!
Grim darkness felt his might,
And fled aw ay;
Then startled seas aud mountains cold, 
Shone forth all bright in blue and gold,
And cried, ’T is day! ’tis day!
H ail, holy Light! exclaimed 
The thunderous clouds that flamed 
O ’er daisies white;
And lo! the rose in crimson drest,
Leaned sweetly o’er the lily’s breast,
And blushing, murmured “ Light.”
Then was tlie skv lark born,
Then rose the embattled corn,
Then floods of praise 
Flowed o’er the sunny hills at noon,
And then in stillest night the moon 
Poured forth her pensive rays.
Lo! heaven’s bright bow is glad!
Lo! trees and flowers all clad 
In glory bloom.
And shall the immortal sons of God 
Be senseless as the untrodden sod 
And darker than the tomb!
No! by the mind of man,
By the swartli artisan,
By God, our Sire!
Our souls have holy light within,
And every form of grief and sin 
Shall see and feel its fire.
By earth, and liell, and heaven!
The shroud of souls is riven;
Mind , Mind alone
Is light, and hope, and truth, and power; 
Earth’s deepest night from this blest hour, 
The night of mind, is gone!
THE PASTO R’S DAUGHTER.
An ivy-mantled cottage smiled,
Deep-wooded near a streamlet’s side, 
Where dwelt the village pastor’s child, 
la  all her maiden bloom and pride.
Proud suitors paid their court and duty 
To this romantic sylvan beauty;
Yet none of all the swains who sought her, 
W as worthy of the pastor’s daughter,
The town-gallants crossed hill and plain, 
To seek the groves of her retreat,
And many followed in her train,
To lay their riches at her feet.
But still for all tlicir arts so wary,
From home they could not lure the fairy;
A maid without a heart they thought her, 
And so they left the pastor’s daughter.
One balmy eve in dewy spring 
A bard lie came her father’s guest;
He struck his harp, and every string,
To love vibrated in her breast.
With that true faith which cannot falter, 
Her hand was given at the altar,
And faithful was the heart lie brought her 
To wedlock and thc pastor’s daughter.
How seldom learn the worldly gay,
W ith all their sophistry and art,
The sweet and gentle primrose-way 
To woman’s fond, devoted heart;
They seek, but never find, the treasure, 
Revealed in eyes of jet and azure:
To them, like truth in wells of water,
A fable is the pastor’s daughter.
MISCELLANEOUS.
All kinds and qualities, gathered from all quarters.
William A. Prescott,
From the Preface to the History of the Con­
quest of Peru, we extract the following inter­
esting details of the difficulties under which 
this writer has labored from impaired eye­
sight ;
Before closing these remarks, I may be 
permitted to add a few of a personal nature. 
In several foreign notices of my writings, the 
author has been said to be blind; and more 
than once I have had the credit of having lost 
my sight in the composition of my first histo­
ry. When I have met with such erroneous 
accounts I have hastened to correct them. 
But the present occasion affords me the best 
means of doing so ; and I am more desirous of 
this, as 1 fear some of my own remarks, in the 
Prefaces to my former histories, have led to 
the mistake.
While at the University I received an injury 
in one of my eyes, which deprived me of the 
sight of it. The other, soon after, was attacked 
by inflammation so severely that for some time 
I lost the sight of that also; and though 
it was subsequently restored, the organ was 
so much disordered as to remain permanently 
debilitated, while twice in my life, since, I have 
been deprived of the use of it for all purposes 
of reading and writing, for several years to­
gether. It was during one of these periods 
that I received from Madrid the materials for 
the “History of Ferdinand and Isabella,” and 
in my disabled condition, with my Transatlan­
tic treasures lying around me, I was like one 
pining from hunger in the midst of abundance. 
In this state, I resolved to make the ear, if 
possible, do the work of the eye. I procured 
the services of a secretary, who read to me 
various authorities; and in time I became so 
far familiar with the sounds of the different 
foreign languages, (to some of which, indeed,
I had been previously accustomed by a resi­
dence abroad’) that I could comprehend his 
reading without much difficulty. As the read­
er proceeded, I dictated copious notes, and, 
when these had swelled to a considerable 
amount, they were read to me repeatedly, till 
I had mastered their contents sufficiently for 
the purposes of composition. The same notes 
furnished an easy means of reference to sus­
tain the text.
Still another difficulty occured in the me­
chanical labor of writing, which I found a se­
vere trial to the eye. This was remedied by 
means of writing case, such as is used by the 
blind, which enabled me to commit my 
thoughts to paper without the aid of sight, 
serving me equally well in the dark as in the 
light. The characters thus formed made a 
near approach to hieroglyphics; but my secre­
tary became expert in the art of deciphering, 
and a fair copy—with a liberal allowance for 
unavoidable blunders,—was transcribed for 
the printer. I have described the process 
with more minuteness, as some curiosity has 
been repeatedly expressed in reference to my 
modus operandi under my privations, and the 
knowledge of it may be of some assistance to 
others in similar circumstances.
Though I was encouraged by the sensible 
progress of my work, it was necessarily slow. 
But in time the tendency to inflammation di­
minished, and the strength of thc eye was
confirmed more and more. It was at length 
so far restored, that I could read for several 
hours of the day, though my labors in this way 
necessarily terminated with the daylight.— 
Nor could I ever dispense with services of a 
secretary, or with the writing, a severer trial 
to eye than reading,— a remark, however, 
which does not apply to the reading of manu­
script ; and to enable myself, therefore, to re­
vise my composition more carefully, I caused 
a copy of the ‘History of Ferdinand and Isa­
bella to be printed for my own inspection, be­
fore it was sent to the press for publication.—  
Such as I have described was the improved 
state of my health during the preparation of 
the ‘Conquest of Mexico;’ and, satisfied with 
being raised so nearly to a level with the rest 
of my species, I scarcely envied the superior 
good fortune of those who could prolong their 
studies into the evening and the later hour of 
the night.
But a change has again taken place, during 
the last two years. The sight of my eye has 
become gradually dimmed, while the sensibili­
ty of the nerve has been so far increased, that 
for several weeks of the last year I have not 
opened a volume, and through the whole time 
I have not had the use of it on an average,for 
more than an hour a day. Nor can I cheer 
myself with the delusive expectation that im­
paired as the organ has become, from having 
been tasked, probably, beyond its strength, it 
can ever renew its youth, or be of much ser­
vice to me hereafter in my literary researches. 
Whether I shall have the heart to enter, as I 
had proposed, on a new and more extensive 
field of historical labor, with these impedi­
ments, I cannot say. Perhaps long habit, and 
a natural desire to follow up the career which 
I have so long pursued, may make this, in a 
manner, necessary, as my past experience has 
already proved that it is practicable.
From this statement—too long, I fear, for 
his patience, the reader, who feels any curiosity 
about the matter, will understand the real ex­
tent of my embarassments in my historical 
pursuits. That they have not been very light 
will be readily admitted, when it is considered 
that I have had but a limited use of my eye, in 
its best state, aud that much of the time I have 
been debarred from the use of it altogether.—  
Yet the difficulties I have had to contend with 
are very far inferior to those which fall to the 
lot of a blind man. I know of no historian, 
now alive, who can claim the glory of having- 
overcome such obstacles, but the author of “La 
Conqute de l’Angleterre par les Normands” ; 
who, to use his own touching and beautiful 
language, “has made himself the friend of 
darkness”; and who, to a profound philosophy 
that requires no light but that from within, 
unites a capacity for extensive and various 
research, that might well demand the severest 
application of the student.
The following gentlemen are authorized Agents 







Rev. S. B. Abbot.
Dr. A. Heath.







George A. Hobbs, Esq. 
William H. Weeks, Esq.
N. B. Folsom, Jr.








Samuel Buffum, P. M. 
George W. Snow.














































U K .  J L  A .  J A C K S O N ,
P H Y S I C I A N  & S URGEON,
O ffice  over G. B a r k e r ’s S tore , 
P I T T S T O N ,  M E .  48
<‘21A SSIJ'IS S W IF T ,  
WATCH-MAKER & JEWELLER,
Corner of Water and Maine Streets, 
GARDINER, MAINE.
U K . J . B . W E B  B E K ,
&> m  @9 GARDINER’
Full sets o f Teeth inserted upon the most improved plan 
and sufficient time given to test them before, any pay is re 
quired
E N O C H  M A R S H A L L ,
G A R D I N E R ,  ( M f. . )
(0 -  \11 business forwarded by mail or otherwise, prompt- 
!v attended to. ___________ _________ -______-—
W  . D I C K E Y ,
d e p u t y  s i t e  r i l e ,












G A R D I N E R ,  Kennebec Co., Me. 
-Business by mail promptly attended to .________
H E Y R Y  F . I>YY & Co.,
-------- IMPORTERS OF -------
HARDWARE & CUTLERY,
-------A ND DEALERS  I N -----
Crockery, Glas3 & China Ware, 
I R O  .V , S T E E L )  N d  I B  S }
D a y 's  N ew  B lock, corner o f  B r id g e  <f- Sum m er S ts ., 
Near the Flour Mills,— G A R D IN E R , M e . 
h e n r y  F. DAY, 36 JAS. P. HITCHCOCK.
Important Notice to Owners of Horses,
And all who Use and have the Care of them.
Kidder’s Superior Horse Liniment.
W ARRANTED to be one of the most valuable arti­cles ever offered to the public for Sprains, W ind 
Galls, Spavins, Stiffness o f the Joints, Strains and Callouses 
o f long standing, also, Swelling, Fresh H 'ounds, Galls, Sgc.
This truly valuable Liniment has been in successful use 
for the last twenty years, and in no instance lias it failed to 
give satisfaction. The proprietor cheerfully recommends 
the above remedy to the public under a full conviction of its 
efficacy in the above named diseases, and all others to which 
that valuable and useful animal, the Horse, by accident or 
neglect is liable, where an external application is required.—  
This Liniment w ill also apply equally well to Neot or Horn­
ed Cattle. It reduces inflamation and sw elling, or when tlie 
flesh lias become callous, or when the cords stiff, it softens 
and reduces, and affords a full and free circulation to the 
parts previously affected. Purchasers may depend upon 
this being an entirely different article from any other ever 
offered to the public, both in its healing qualities, and su­
perior strength, as hut a small quantity is required at a time 
to produce tlie desired effect.
Prepared only by the original inventor, JAS. KIDDER, 
Jr., East Boston, Mass.
For sale wholesale and retail by G. W . LOW ELL, 1st 
door North of the Ferry, Gardiner, Me. 50
U R .  J .  A .  S 1 I 1 T H ,
TH0MS0NIAN BOTANIC PHYSICIAN,
Office in the new block, Corner o f AA ater and Bruns­
w ick streets; Residence on Chestnut street, 
near Washington street.
29 G A R D I N E R ,  M A I N E . ___________
'  R .  C R A W F  O K U ,
E &  Q> m *  _
Two doors above Parks & Bailey^s Store,
27 Water Street,— G A R D IN E R .
K E E L E T & f i p ’ S
S A B S A P A R I L L A i
T 1
AGRICULTURAL.
C o r n  F o d d er .— A  correspondent of the 
Albany Cultivator, writing from Ohio, over 
the signature of H., says:—Last year I gave 
you a short account of my sowed corn crop. 
In the winter of ’45—’46, it was my principal 
dependance for fodder, On the produce of 
two acres, I saved a horse, a yoke of oxen, 
three cows and three young cattle, which else 
would have been sacrificed, as were my neigh­
bors’ cattle. The drought had so cut off the 
hay, that people offered one half their stock to 
get the other half wintered, and no one would 
take them at that.
I was so well pleased with my experiment, 
that I determined to ‘try again.’ So in 1846, 
I sowed the same amount of land again, at 
rate of two and a half bushels of seed to the 
acre, broadcast. I had a fair yield, anti the 
fodder proves equally as good as last year; 
and though I do not need it as last year, yet it 
is preferred by all my cattle to the best of hay. 
They will leave hay untouched when the corn 
fodder is before them, quite as much as they 
will leave straw, when that and hay are both 
offered them at a time. They will eat up all 
the fodder clean, seeming to prefer the stalks, 
(which are full of saccharine matter,) to the 
leaves. And when I feed with corn fodder, I 
use no grain, which I am obliged to do when 
I feed hay. On this account this food is ad­
mirable for calves on this alone, without a par­
ticle ol grain, and they are in fine order.— 
Horses do not like it as well as hay. Cattle 
and sheep do much better.
On the ground of economy, it is altogether 
better than any other food I have tried. It 
requires veryjittle labor, exeeqt the harvest­
ing, (which is a heavy job,) and the yield per 
acre, has been at least seven tons of cured 
fodder. It is called good grass that yields a 
ton and a half to the acre, and much does less. 
The only trouble about the corn fodder is, that 
it needs a great deal of curing. It is so green 
it will heat and spoil unless it is thoroughly 
dried. After trying several ways, I now bind 
it in small bundles as soon as cut—shock it 
right on the ground and let the shock stand 
six or eight weeks in this way, when it is so 
dry that it may be packek in a mow, and ex­
cept the outside, is perfectly bright and free 
from must. The outside is blackened a little, 
but none of it is wasted.
FOR SCROFULA, D YSPEPSIA, L IV E R  
CO M PLAINT, JAUNDICE, C O STIV E ­
NESS, HUMORS, RHEUM ATISM.
HIS valuable medicine is used FO UR times as much 
now as ever. This is because, that not only P H Y ­
S IC IA N S ,  but the public know it by experience, to lie 
FAR TH E B E S T , and therefore give it their united pref­
erence, to any other preparation, or form of Sarsaparilla.
KeSley &, Co’s Sarsaparilla
is so strong, and so certain to do good, but more than all, is 
known to have performed so many astonishing cures of 
D Y SP E P SIA —of SCROFULA, and of every form of 
RUN DO W N C O NSTITUTIO N, that it has in spite of 
eveiyyippositioii which self interest or malice could devise, 
won its wav to the favor of PH YSICIANS and tlie pub­
lic in S ix  States o f the Union, in a very short time.
Try it! Try it! Let. not the frequent disappointments
which vivu niozjj- with in tho hod .v
you o f  the A L L -H E A L I N G  aud I I E A L H -R E S T O R -  
IN G  power of this medicine.
Manufacturers <$• Proprietors,
JOS. L. KELLEY & Co.,
} Chemists &. Druggists, 108 Middle St., Portland.
N. B .— K E L L E Y  fy C O 'S  S A R S A P A R I L L A  has 
lieen examined by P rofessor Clkaveland, and other 
P hysicians, in regard to its strength and virtues, and it is 
acknowledged to contain T H R E E  T I M E S  as much Sar­
saparilla as any other, of any size w ha tev er .
Agents in Gardiner, CHAS. P . BRANCH, 
HENRY SM ITH, and 
A. T. PERKINS. 
Pittston, GIDEON BARKER.
Agents will furnish C IR C U L A R S ,  gratis, which 
give most valuable hints in regard to Dise a se , H ealth , 
aud Med ic in e . 6m40
CHEAPER than thc CHEAPEST!
o  ' C P o  Q a c© c s j
W O U L D  respectfully inform liLs fr i^ A ’ bait lm has received a full assortment o f  S p r in g  *L°i u j|j 
which cost lower than was ever offered for b e o .  j .  ^  
be sold at a very small advance,— consisting  I
following articles:—  a .„ ki„ ,i0
D R E S S  G O O D S .  Colored S ilk s , black do. 
Deterral, black and colored ^ p a c c a s , A lapine ,
Cloths, Oregons, Ginghams, M uslins, Musli 
Cashmeres, W hite Goods o f  all kinds, &c - in
S tH A W L S .  A most splendid lot of S h aw ls, moi 
quantity than all others in town put together,— consisting o 
black S I k - p la in ,  rib’d and plaid Cashm eres, from  the 
d o t  ,oP the’ cheapest a , t i o l c - lm  jaoo,, ^ B a r e g e  




G .  W .  L O W E L L ,
------DEALER IN------
S  M S I 9 €  Ma i  JY SI L E M  I*, 
GROCERIES & PROVISIONS,
P A I N T S  A N D  O I L S ,
First Door o f the Ferry, G A R D IN E R , Me.
VIGOUREUX & GOULD,
------ DEALERS IN------
WES T INDIA & DRY GOODS,
Alien’s Block,— 3 doors South o f the Gardiner Hotel.
P. M. VIGOUREUX. 27 GEO. A. GOULD.
Carpetings ! Carpetings!!
T H E Subscriber has opened a C A R P E T  R O O M  in the Hall over his store, and has just received a large 
assortment of W O O L CA R PETIN G S comprising all the 
qualities from Common to Extra Superfine. Cotton do., 
some, as low as 10 cts per yard! Wool and Cotton Stair Car­
petings, all prices. Canton Mattings, Rugs, &c. OIL  
CLO TH S received this week, all of w hich w ill lie sold at 
lower prices than can be purchased for elsew here.
New lot of Dry Goods just received.
i  . ' N . K. CH ADW ICK .
Gardiner, July 12, 1847. 52
T IIE  subscriber has just received and is now opening his Spring Stock of P A P E R  H A N G I N G S ,  A\ in- 
dow Curtains, Borders, and Fire Board Patterns. This 
stock is the largest, and comprises the greatest variety of 
patterns ever offered on tlie Kennebec, as all will acknowl­
edge who choose to call and examine for themselves, 
july 23. F . G LAZIER, JR.
P a p e r  H a n g i n g s .
S O O  RO LLS, of French and American manufac-
july 23.
ture, in store and for snle by
F . G LAZIER, J n .
S u p e r io r  F ig s .
A F E W  boxes of Superior F igs, just received bv 
; '4  ' A. T . PE R K IN S.
Si a  r\. wAiv/ii iN v\ ilit' cherry ami Sarsaparilla Bitters, 
■i_JP a certain cure for Jaundice and Billions complaints, 
and impurities of the blood, for sale hv 
july 23. C. P . BR A N C H .
More t h a n  1,000 Cured (not Killed) by
J A LLD ’S Highly Approved Vegetable Gum Rlieu- ® matie. Plaster, which is a wonder in the land and is 
astonishing the world at large. It is a sure cure for the 
Rheumatism, however severe. There is no mistake about 
it. It surpasses all the Liniments ever invented. It not 
only relieves instantly, but actulally cures and removes the 
diseases. It is a very simple remedy, yet it does the work 
without labor, expense, blisters or stiflering.
It Cu r es! It Cu r e s! It. acts like a charm—restoring 
the afllicted sufferer in a few' hours, or it may be days,'? to 
accustomed health and activity. It warms and stimulates 
wherever applied, and extracts the cold from thc parts affect­
ed, and in a very singular manner, it seems to be at perfect 
war with this complaint; for the Rheumatism cannot live 
with this Plaster.—This can be attested by thousands who 
have tried it.
Jt is intended solely for severe Loral Rheumatism  in the 
joints, cords, bones, &c. This it w il l  cur e . Also, con­
tracted cords, swellings, acute pains, &c.
(FMPrice 25 and 37 1-2 cents, per box.
For a more particular description, see pamphlets in the 
hands of the agents; also large hills.
JOHN SA F FO R D , 2d, E sq ., sole proprietor for the 
sale of thc above, Monmouth, Me., to whom all orders must 
be addressed, to receive prompt attention, tost pa id .
For sale by R Partridge, J Hedge, J W Patterson, Au­
gusta; H J Sclden & Co, Thomas Hovcy, Hallowell; A T  
Perkins, G M Atwood, Gardiner; Dr Wm Safford, Smith 
Baker, Litchfield; Stand ly & Prince, Winthrop; R B Dunn 
S C Moulton, Wayne; J F & J A Sanborn, I. Davis, 
Readfield; II B Lovejoy,Fayette; D S Purrington, Sidney; 
W  H Hatch, W est Waterville; Lorenzo Crowell, Water­
ville; Thos Frye Vassalboro; J F Rogers & Co, China; 
George Baker, Albion; A Parker, Greene; Calvin Hop­
kins, Mt Vernon; A S  French, Dexter; Seth Beals, Jr, 
Turner; II Ingalls, Mercer; T G Whittier, Farmington; 
J H Sawyer, Norridgewock. 28tf
Friction lialdios
T HE Subscriber will supply Traders and Peddlers with Boston, New York, or Gardiner Friction Matches, 
chaeper than can be purchased in any other place in New  
England. Said Matches are put up w ith or without Brim­
stone, nnd warranted first quality.
J til v 16th 1847. W ILLIAM PALMER.
A T  A D I S C O U N T !
T
The N a p le s  H a i r  D y e
For some unaccountable reason, for the last "one or two 
years, many young people, both male and female, have had 
the misfortune to have tlicir hair turn prematurely grey. I 
have lieen frequently applied to for something to turn their 
liair back to its natural color, which lias induced me to go 
to much trouble and expense in order to furnish mv custom­
ers and the public generally, with a new and improved Hair 
Dye —one that is entirely effectual, and not the least injuri­
ous to the head or hair, for the moderate price of 50 cents 
pcEjbottle. I have succeeded beyond mv expectations.
Phis article I offer to the public with great confidence. 
I have had it thoroughly tested, time after time, before I of­
fered it for ‘sale. The price is such that all can afford to 
use, it, and its quality, I believe to be superior to any ever 
before made. Sold by POOR & ROSS, (late Comstoel 
Ross,) 19 Iremont Row, Boston; nnd bv his Agents
Gardiner, A. P. Pe r k in s , G. M. Atwood, and C. 
B ranch . 6ml
HE Stock of a Merchant Tailor, consisting of Broad­
cloths, Plain and Fancy Cassimeres, do. do. Doe­
skins, Tweeds, Satinetts, Vestings, Black Silk Velvet, 
Black Satin, Linen Drills, &r., bought at a large discount, 
and w ill be offered very cheap, at
CHADWICK’S DRY GOODS STORE,
I f f ’ Opposite the Gardiner Hotel.
march 23. 36tf
Maine Mammoth Mutual Fire Insurance 
C-mpany.
A PPLICATIO NS for Insurance in the above Company received by
Gardiner, Jan. 22, 1S47.
Ileeswax W anted.
The subscribers w ish to purchase a quantity of 
|  Beeswax of good quality, for which cash and a fair 
wp price will be paid.
45tf J. & B . ST A N F O R D .
received a prime assort- 
—which will Ixi sold cheap 
for cash. A. T . P E R K IN S.
W INDO W  G LASS.— Just ment of Glass of all s’r/.es-
k AVIS’ G E N U I E N  P A I N  K I L L E R ,  j Just rec’d 
" a large lot—for sale, wholesale and retail, bv
A. T . P E R K IN S.
a s*11s m *s .
celebrated Trusses and Abdominal 
Supporters—a large supply just received and for sale 
low by ' C. P . BRANCH .
fgN IIO M P SO N 'S
To Lei,
>r TH R EE ST O R E S in the new brick block, 
r of Brunsw ick and Water streets. Possession 
nn  immediately. Rent reasonable. Enquire of 
Gardiner, Apr.' 30, 1847. 41tf S . BO W M AN.
T
N o t i c e .
T HE subscriber would give notice to the citizens of Gardiner and vicinity, that having graduated at the 
Botanico-Medieal College of Cincinnati, Ohio, he considers 
himself fully competent to attend to all the calls in his Pro­
fession. He would express liis gratitude to his friends for 
their former patronage, and hopes to meet with that success 
which will secure a continuance of the same. 
f |  B . M ORTO N, M. T).,
Practitioner o f Medicine. <.$- Surgery.
P. S . He would also take this opportunity to correct a 
false report in regard to having sold out his l ight of Prac­
tice. This lie conscientiously denies having done.
Gardiner, April 7, 1847. “ <# 38
D R. BR IG G S’ V E G E T A B L E  B I T T E R S ,  for sa 1 by_______________ A. T . PE R K IN S.
Townsend’s Sarsaparilla.
T HE subscriber is agent for this valuable Compound. __________________________________ A. T . P E R K IN S.
SOLAR, Camphene, and Astral Lamp W icks, for sale hy * 27tf H . C. PO RTER .
EW  ORLEANS S Y R U P ,-  
and for sale by
-just received a few- bbls
A. T . PE R K IN S.
T
French Paper Hangings.
WO Casestjnst received and for sale by
42 F . G LA ZIER , J r .
Farm Lob* ttaSc,
HE subscriber lias a small farm for sale, situated about 
three miles from the village—under a high state of 
cultivation, with good and convenient buildings, and cuts 
about 40 tons of upland hay*. A. T . PE R K IN S.
Gardiner, April 14, 1847. 4()tf
T
W . I. Woods am! Wrocei’ics.
T HE subscriber keeps constantly on hand a prime as­sortment of all kinds of Groceries.
48 A. T . PE R K IN S.
Trusses and Abdomidal Supporters.
JUST received a complete assortment. For sale by 48 A. T . P E R K IN S.
Linen— and a large assortment o f
S U M M E R  G O O D S , F O R  B O Y ’S  U F A R .  
Spool Cotton, T ape, N eed les, P in s, H ooks and L u > ,  
Green B arege Toilet C overs, D im ities, 1 arasols and l in- 
brellas, C A R P E T I N G S  o f  all kinds, L i w  
W icking; and in fact every article usually kept in a D iJ  
Goods Store.
Live Geese and Common Feathers
W e receive w eekly, warranted clean, or the money refunded 
They will lx: sold at a  less price than can x> bought for, p» 
the same quality; best o f L ive G eese F eathers, 2 *. |H*r »>;
N B. N ew  Goods w ill be received tw ice a  w eek , tlno  
the season. T he latest styles w ill alw ays be on
Gardiner, May 27, 1847. ________________ ________’*___
I\r c w A. v  v  a si g  c in c u t !  
g e r r i s h I T w r i g h t
W O U L D  respectfully inform tlicir numerous lrienrls and customers, in Gardiner, A ugusta, H allow ell, 
W aterville, Richmond, and B atb , that they are about to 
make a change in tlieir business. H aving been engaged or 
some time past in manufacturing Boots and Sh oes, at whole­
sale and retail, they are about closing up their retail business 
in Ladies’ Boots, Shoes & Rubbers, and will turn their a t­
tention solely to M a n u f a c t u r in g  G e n t l e m e n ’s  B o o t s  
of every kind and description; and they flatter them selves, 
from a thorough knowledge o f  the business, and close atten­
tion to the art o f  Boot-m aking, that they w ill l>e enabled to  
supply the retailers o f Boots on the K ennebec, by the case, 
in anv quantity, at short notice. T he subscribers are both 
practical Boot-m akers, and for neatness, style, and duiabili- 
tv, they w ill lx; surpassed bv none. Dealers m B oots, be­
fore going to Boston to purchase, tire respectfully invited to 
call and examine our stock of
S P R I N G  A N D  S U M M E R  B O O T S .
All orders by mail promptly attended to , and all work 
warranted. T he subscribers* will guarantee tliat any of the 
retailers on the K ennebec, w ho purchase Boots ot them , w ill 
get as good an article as can be had in Boston or any part 
of M assachusett, aud as cheap, for they employ none but 
first rate workmen. Boots made of French, English, and 
American stock— all o f w hich w ill bo sold cheap.
One and all are invited to call and exam ine for them­
selves. Terms liberal. T he subscrilxirs can be found, after 
the first o f April, over thc Franklin B ank, AY ater fcst.
G E R R IS H  & W R IG H T ,
march 31. 37tf Boot Memufacturers.
F u r n i t u r e ,
Looking Glasses, Clocks and Chairs.
A T  their W are Room s, Corner o f W ater and Bruns­wick Streets, can now offer to the public as good an 
assortment o f Furniture as can lx; found oil tlie Kcnneliec 
R iver, and at such prices as cannot fail to satisfy those w ho 
are in want. They are also constantly manufacturing Fur­
niture o f all k inds, and any article called for, not on hand, 
will lx: furnished at short notice.
L o o k i n g - G l a s s e s .  T hey have just received a com ­
plete supply of L ooking-G lasses, w hich they can offer as 
iow as can be found at any other place.
B r a s s  d o c k s .  T he most splendid assortment that was 
ever opened oil the Kennebec river, at all prices, from $ 2  
to $ 1 2 ,— comprising in part, common Brass C locks, with 
or without Mirrors— Alarm do— 1-2 Column 30 hour Goth­
ic—8 day round Gothic— and day Column do— splendid 
pattern 8 day Gallery, various styles.
Those in want o f  any of the above articles, are requested 
to call and exam ine before purchasing elsew here.
j\ f w  a r r a n g e m e n t  r
r a i l r o a d  l i n e  f o r
P o r t l a n d  j L o i v e l l  a n d  Boston,
£ A  T E A aTfaT T i U N T B E S S ,  C A P T  DAVIS BLA\. 
J S  C H A R D , leaves H allow ell at 8 1-2, Gardiner at 8 3-4, 
Richmond at 9 3 -4 , and B ath  at 11 A . M ., oil Monday,,
W ednesdays , and F rid a ys, for P ortland , where passengers 
can take the 3  o ’clock train o f  cars for Lowell and lioston; 
arrive in Low ell at 8 o ’c lock ; also in Boston at 8 o’clock 
sam e even ing.
R etu rn in g — Cars leave the L ow ell D epot at 7 o’clock A.
iAI • a lso  leave  the E astern and M 1laine Railrod Den it ( y
i the H U N T R E S S  aB oston  at 7 A. M., connecting with .
PO R T L A N D , w hich leaves lor thc K E N N E B E C  linmc. 
diatcly on their arrival.
| , ' . . ro__H allow ell, Gardiner & Richmond to Lowell, 82,!rt
<< “  ** to Boston, 2,0#
Bath to L o w e l l , ............................................. l.*0
«  to Boston, - - - - -  ],3o
H allow ell, G ardiner & Richmond to Portland,
B ath to P ortland, - - * l.OO’
Passengers for Low ell w ill notice by the NewArrangp. 
ment, that by taking the H untress they w ill arrive in Ixnve" 
the sam e even ing, thus avoid having to go to Boston to get 
to Low ell. A lso , P assengers etui have their choice of tak- 
in<r the U pper or Lower Route to or from Boston
( 0 -P assengers or Freight taken or left at any of the De- 
pots lietween Portland and Boston.
A G E N T S .— A . T .  P k r k i n s , G ardiner;  C. G. Bach- 
KI.I1KR, Ilallerwell; C . G o iv k n , A u g u s t a ;  R. W . Prav„ 
W aterville; J . E . llltO W N , B a th . 42 *
K E N N E B E C  A N D  B O S T O N
STEAM NAVIGATION, FOR 1847.
-y- - .  T h e  new , elegant and fast sailing .<
A  E  N N F  I t  E C ,
C A P T . N. KI MB AL L ,
W IL E  leave G ardiner for Boston every Afondoy amf Theersday, at 3  o ’clock P . M ., for B oston.
F a r e  to  B o s t o n ,  8 2 ,0 0  > Meals
“  L o w e l l ,  8 2 , 0 0  S E xtra  i j
Returning— L eaves North side o f  T  W harf, Boston, cv- 
erv T uesday  and F rid a y  even ing.
It is unnecessary to say anything in praise of the Kenne­
bec; the travelling public: are by th is tim e well satisfied of 
her superior qualities tis a sea  Ixiat.
43 G E O . F-. S T O N E , Agent. J
BiA*iaiicl>ec mad B o sto n , — 1817.
T h e commodious and fast sailing Steamer
C H A H T F R  O AK ,
C A P T . AV. JE B Y R A M , ]
W IL L , until further notice, run as follows :-—Leave x G ardiner every T u esd a y  and F rid a y , at 3  o ’clockJ8  
P . M .,— for B oston.
F a r e  to  B o s to n , 8  1 ,5 0  > Meedsii L o w e l l ,  S!2,0() ) E xtra . ,
R eturn ing— AArill leave North end o f  T  AA'harf, Boston, 
every W ednesday  and S a tu rd a y  even in g , at 7 o ’clock. 
S tages will he in readiness at flic several Landings of the
47
T I I E  L A R G E S T  S T O C K  OF  F A S H I O N A B L E
READ*Y- MADE C L O T H I N G ,
That can be fo u n d  in  Gardiner, is selling by
€  . Si . 2* A SI T  12 S U G  E ,
------ T A I L O R  A N D  D R A P E R . -------
A M O f K l  ( b e  a r t i c l e s ' o f f e r e d  n o w  b e  f i n u i f l — J J f C S S  &  F r o c k  C o a t s ,  black, blue, Cassim ere, D oeskin, 
and Satinett P a n t a l o o n s ,  black Satin , Fancy S ilk , and 
Cashmere A’e s t s ,  Green Jackets, O veralls, plain and stripe 
Shirts, Bosoms, Collars, H andkerchiefs, G loves, Flannel 
Shirts, together with a variety o f other articles. J*.
Those that tire in want o f first rate C lothing,■ure invited 
to call and examine my stock before purchasing, <is la m  
selling Clothing at prices that will defy competition.
C. H ..P . keeps constantly on hand Broadcloth, C assi- 
mere and V estings, and T ailors’ Trim m ings, which w ill be 
made up to order, and warranted to fit.
Cutting done at short nbtiee. 45tf
S a b b a th  s c h o o l  B o o k s .
r * n H E  subscriber is prepared to furnish Sabbath Schools 
-fL with all the publications o f the Am. S . S . Union, at 
Boston prices. Among them are the following :
T H E  C O M P L E T E  S .  S .  L I B R A R Y ,  o f  511 bound 
Y ols., with 100 catalogues to correspond, including 2  Bib­
lical Maps, in a case with lock and key. Price £ 1 0 0 ,—  
without case, sOS.
T H E  C H E A P  L I B R A R  Y , o f 100 A ols . elected from 
the above, plainly and strongly bound. Price y  10.— with 
ctise, 11,50.
The Union Questions, C hild’s Scripture Question B ook , 
Union Bible Dictionary, &c. F . G L A Z IE R , J r .
Gardiner, July 23, 1847.
B oat, to convey passengers E ast or AVest, and the steamers > 
Agawam  and Phoenix w ill run in connection w ith her on' 
the R iver.
Freight taken at the usual rates.
43  G E O . E . S T O N E , Agent.
[F rom  tlie Commercial A dvertiser .]
T  O  T  I I  E  B  A  L  I )  A  N  I I  G  I t  E  Y .
T f you w ish ti rich, luxuriant head o f  hair, free fron dan- % 
druff and scurf, do not tail to procure the genuine Balm of, 
Columbia, tis manufactured by Comstock & Co. In case A m  
baldness, it w ill more than exceed your expectations. .Ma­
ny who had lost their hair for twenty years, have had it res­
tored to its original perfection by the use o f  this Balm. 
A ge, state or condition appears to lx: no obstacle w hatever." 
It also causes the fluid flow w ith w hieh tlie delica l hair tulx; 
is filled ;by which m eans, thousands have had tlicir liair res- •* 
tored. In all eases o f  fever, it w ill lx: found the most pleas- a  
ant wash that can lx: used. A  few  applications only arc J 
necessary to keep the hair from falling out. In  strengthens ‘i  
the roots ; it never fails to impart a rich glossy appearance; m  
and as a |>erfuine for the toilet, it is tuiequalcif.
Sold AA'Imlesale, by R O S S  &. P O O R , (late Comstock & 
R o ss,) 19 Tremont R ow , Boston. A lso, by bis Agents, in J  
Gardiner, A. T . P k r k in s , C. P . B r a n c h , and G. M. *  
A tw ood . 6„,i
ISoooii P aper.
W M. P A L M E R  lias for sale at his Store a small lot of Room Paper, w hich lie w ill sell cheap.
16, 1847.
o r T e m p e ra n ce  ISonse.
I IIE  former ‘New England H ouse, alias 
AA asliiiigtonian H ou se,’ has been recently eu -_ , 
larged and rem odeled, thoroughly repaired 
_ and opened by the subscriber*, as the B it lt -  
g o r  T e m p e r a n c e  H o u s e .
rr . , eh. r ,,1,11c b, -  leave to say, that in tho entire reno­
vation o f  this H ouse, the proprietors had in v iew  tlifecnui- 
tort and convenience ot the travelling community ,m(>ixrnv,m 
“ dollars and cen ts” — that the fitting up and furnishing wens 
designed to place its rank with the first H otels in New 
England.
Strict Temperance principles iu its m anagem ent, we pledge 
ourselves to adhere to— and aside from alcoholic drinks we 
wc will endeavor to g ive  our patrons accom modations inte­
rior to no other H ouse and on as reasonable term s.
Connected w ith this establishm ent is a gm,d STABLE,  
with an experienced O stler alw ays on hand, and at home in 
this department.
On the arrival o f  tbe steam lxiats, coaches w ill always D  
in readiness to convey passengers to the H on,.- and l-i 
wto re. S . LAB YUEE &. .SON.
Bangor, June 25. 194*. 3 m49*
T  E I I P  3<; It 4ft* c  E II « U  S
^  T ;  S X i D  CF. T X T T a T f . f i




N e w  M o o ts  f i n d  S h o e s !
( olford ’s Sabs*rale.
A CEEEBRA TED article for the preservation 
Jft. growth of tlie Hair—for sale only by 
40 C. P . B R A N C H .
and
H A S  just received, direct from the Marmfaeto 
rics, a splendid assortment o f Boots and S iloes, 
ulapted to the present and approaching season. 
Among which are—
I-a lies’ Black French K id and Morocco B u s k i n s  a n d  
S l ip p e r s ;  American K id B uskins, S lips and 'Ties; do. 
Gaiter B oots; black and Bronze Polkas ; M isses’ black & 
bronze Polkas, Buskins and T ie s: Children’s S iloes, o f al­
most every description; M E N ’S  G O A T  A N D  C A L F  
B O O T S ;  Boys’ do. d o .; M en’s G oat, C alf and K ip Bro­
gans and Shoes; Boys’ and Y outh’s do.
Making in all as good an assortment as was ever offered 
for sale in this tow n,— all o f which will be sold at a fair 
price for cash. Purchasers are invited to call and exam ­
ine for themselves.
0 5^“Cash paid for old Rubber. 43 Mav 13.
N E  W  S T  O C K  O F
cs}  <s> c a l  s s  2
Feathers and Koohan^ Classes.
J^TOAA’ opening at C H A D W I C K ’S  D r y  Goods Store, 
Y/’a a rich and desirable stock o f  D r y  G o o d s ,  o f every  
description, adapted to the season. A s it would lx: tedious 
to enumerate articles, Mr. C. hopes liis friends and custom- 
crers, and th- public generally, in want o f  Dry G oods, w ill 
favor him w ith a call before purchasing, as lie thinks he can 
show them a richer and more desirable stock than is usually 
brought into this market— and at ' '
ficr V E  R  Y  L O W  P R I C E S .  .
Also, a fresh lot o f Super L ive G eese and Russia Feath­
ers, and 1 case o f Looking Glasses.
Gardiner, May, 1847. jo,p
Farm  I os* S.iSe.
I N thc A’illage o f P IT T S T O N , alxnit 3-4ths o f a  mile north of the Ferry landing, on the road leading to Hal- 
lowcll, a Farm o f about SO acres, known by the°»am e of 
the “ Jewett Farm ,”  with a spacious two story brick D w el­
ling House, good Barn and outbuildings attached.
The House is very pleasantly situated, and commands a 
fine view  of the river. The above property w ill be sold 
low . Terms liberal. Any person w ishing to obtain such 
property will do well to call and examine immediately 
Apply to H IR A M  S T E V E N S .
Pittston, Feb. 4 , 1847. 29




HE subscriber, having returned from Boston w ith a 
full and complete assortment of Drugs, Medicines, 
Chemicals, English Extracts, &c., which wore selected 
with an eve to their purity,—respectfully invites the atten­
tion of Physicians and others in want of pure and genuine 
Medicines) to his assortment, feeling confident that their 
expectations w ill be fully realized, as it regards qualitv and 
prices. C. P. BRANCH .
Physicians’ prescriptions carefully and accurately 
dispensed. 47
Powder.
T HE subscriber is appointed agent for the Buckfield Powder Manufacturing Company—and is prepared to 
supply orders at as low prices as can be bought on the 
river. A. T . P E R K IN S.
O i l  a m i  C a m l l e s .
t i  B BL S. Bleached and AArhale Oil, 8 boxes Mould 
ft. Candles—for sale bv JOHN D E N N IS.
W A R R EN ’S S A R S A P A R I L L A  B I T T E R S , — ]received by JUSA. T . P E R K IN S .
Uiisie
l i  CASKS OF LIM E-
K june 3.
D R. W O O D ’S Sarsaparilla and W ild Cherry Bitters Just received a fresh lot, by A. T . P E R K IN S.
-for sale bv
JO H N D E N N IS .
Wooden and W illow ’ W  are.
BS, I »id>, Clothes Horses and Reids, Dippers and 
.ft  Bowls, AA’illow Chairs, Cradles, AA’agons and Bas­
kets; Brooms, Brushes, and Mats, &c. for sale by
21- _ ___________2 't f H . C. PO RTER .
HADES and Chimneys for Solar and Astral Lamps 
just received and for sale by II. C. PO RTER, 
jan. 21. 27tf
ARTH EN A N D  S T O N E  AYAllE.— A good assort, 
ment of common Earthen and yellow Stone W are, for
S'
CJreat Bargain.
T H E Building recently occupied as a Shingle M ill, and now occupied as a Sash and Blind Factory, at the 
New’ Mills A’illage, in Gardiner, with a new set o f ma­
chinery of superior quality; also, a Shingle machine, in 
prime working order, with a quantity o f lumber on band, 
will be sold cheap for cash or approved credit. Further 
particulars can lip hail by calling on thc subscriber.
„  „  R O B E R T  AATTHEE.
Gardiner, May 13, 1847. 43tf
S t i i i
sale by 
jam 21 27tf
11. C. PO RTER .
( ' i  ERMAN A ases, and Mugs, new pattern, for sale bv* _______________ 27tf IL C. PE R K IN S.
U  FA I H E R  D U S  I F.RS, for sale by 
A  2?tf II, C. PO RTER .
this oppom initt to 
public that ho lias Iniift an
3 H ouse w ith a .......... U di. Sa.d  house has lx-en (its
i up in good style, and is to be called the
S E D G W I C K  H O U S E
T h is H ouse is situated at Beniam in’* R iver, Sedgw ick. 
Iling fi
ubsiantialx, w ith luanv t>f the!
rties trav, lliiig for pleasure, or gentlemen'on h u -in r flf ' 
li find at this House fill the substantial*, ith many oftheHl 
luxuries o f life, and should
wilii
a ca
. ‘V-V rtusn-e (‘> unjoy the rich scen-
01> ol tins romantic, but delightful spot, they max do so, ns 
all conveniences for n d .n g , hunting, fishing or sailing .,pand 
dmvn among the Islam!* ure at hand. T he prop, iot,a pledges 
Ins best exertions ,0  furnish the rambler and the w ean  trav­
eller every damtv the m arket affords.
Attached to the establishment is a convenient S T  VBI F 
w all an experienced and obliging  ostler, in w aiting, ready and 
g to do the bidding ol all who may lx- pleased to make
Sed gw ick , July 1, 1847. H E N R Y  E E L A M ).
T E M P E R A N C E ! T E M P E R A N C E "
AVH ERE are all the teetotallers, and other 
temperance folks, who have so long and so 
loudly been calling for a thorough going
Temperance House
ami ^ ° i !
um tavern 1
ust such a  one as they want ? ”  11 ha's W e,, ‘f it t« fllp  a T S
ioi’is'1-m’d i’s 'I ' T i'7 'r V ’ -h l,as exr°He»t accomnioila- 
M ^ C I I A rY fIs 1 t kept by
foty for want o f su h a  h o u s e , ^ f s f o p ^ ^  
Do they not know that the G a g e  H o u s e  is . inn
Cala is , M arch, 10, 1817
B j  a  1 *  h o u s e .
his friends and*' the''’pul,lieTlmt'^"hb 
hose who may favor him wi th a c a ll
T H E O D O R E  C A R Y .
______________34y
BBohxcs For *n|e. ~ *
offt'rs f° r foi-towing H ou ses!—
C hertnm ’ s o  iU thC 7 ,r" r‘r o f  I5°uch and
T1 , , , ,
.  ho~  «“  "  « " * • ,  k n ow ,, ........... .
of)):.'
I he above H ouses are offered 1 
credit. One-fifth o f  tbe pm ebasi^inonev''’ °"  ' *
cash, ,,r secured by personal see ,, jt
mud instalments ------  1 * -
I f  the li
st root, imm ediately west jj
,- w ill l>e required in
,. tnp secured by m ortga^ .'
........ t.-lv W ' ' " '  »  no. in,.
Gardiner, May 11 184? R ' H * G A R D IN E R .
--------- ------------ L 4 8  t f
M
t9«  e r r e o t y p e  JfS i n  i a  t  it r e s
------- n e a t l y  e x ec u t ed  b y -------
N E W E L L  D A Y .....G A R D IN E R .
H A V IN G  received instructions o f one o f the mostdistinguished artists in these parts— M r. S ii.sby__
he flatters himself that he can give satisfaction to all those 
who may favor him with a call. T hen , as opportunity of­
fers to secure a memento o f real life, which upon a final 
separation no price could purchase, delay not, for this rea­
son,— the separation may be sudden.
1 hose wishing to obtain 1-2 plate instruments, would do 
well to give lnm a call. 40
M IifobtmU,fol.. t^.mm!korbmn'MlT!mT'|nrS< °‘ tl,OS° ,'n'often called, and has waited wi V*-'"1™*- Sh e has
until now, when forbearance has e e a s e Y 'to 'j^ n  ^  <I"<>M I hose who disregard ,..,n . 1 , , , Jl virtue.-—*
tlicir accounts, w ill lx: obliged to m , k* 'i" atb nt,t'ncnt •>*' 
otffi'r person. It is to be h,Vn,d ± f m , l ( T"ent with some 
w ill be imm ediately attended to ’ * ,C’ 1 ,ut th*8 request
Gardiner, May '27, 1847
------------  45tf
F  P e H u m e r y ,A N C Y  Soaps, H air O ils, Brushes, &c. & c., in great 
variety, for sale by C . F . B R A N C H
ft ii9T P '?i , l , s  « « « !  O ils .
____________A . I . P E R K I N S .
S a n , t l ! S a n d  r ~
3 5 0 0  f P S H E I *  *  Plum Island S an d . It is 
in use. For sale by >J 1 " a’;onsJ ” Fe ffie^best^nrticlc
June 10th L O  AVELL. 
47
